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1. PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

1.1. Title 

1. Reduction of Landslide Vulnerability by Mitigation Measures. 

1.2. Project Area and Location 

2. There are ten districts
1
 within the six most landslide-prone provinces that have been 

identified as the highest-risk areas, with unstable slopes in need of immediate mitigation or 

protection measures. In total, 147 priority sites have been identified. They comprise 117 sites 

identified by the district offices of National Building Research Organisation (NBRO), 10 sites 

along major roads identified by the Road Development Authority (RDA) and 20 sites along the 

208 km of railway line from Rambukkana to Badulla-identified by Sri Lanka Railway (SLR) as 

being at high risk of landslides. The identification and prioritization of these sites have been based 

on an analysis of the visible characteristics of the terrain, climatic conditions and the potential 

threats that the landslide sites would pose to life, property, transport infrastructure and to the 

economy of the district and the country as a whole. The 10 districts include Badulla, Kalutara, 

Kandy, Kegalle, Kurunegala, Matale, Matara, Nuwara Eliya, Ratnapura and Colombo. 

(Site Maps are given in Appendix -1(a to d) and Details of 147 Sites are given in Appendix -2.) 

1.3. Project Duration 
 

3. The project has duration of four years after the signing of the Agreement between the 

Government of Sri Lanka and Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank. The proposed project 

implementation period will be from July 1, 2019 to June 30, 2023. 

1.4. Project Objective 

4. The project objective is to reduce risk and damage from landslides through the 

implementation of mitigation measures and enhancement of policy and regulation associated with 

landslide management. The proposed results indicators for these objectives would include: (i) the 

number of people directly protected from landslide hazards; (ii) length of road and railway 

reopened or protected by the applied protection measures; (iii) the development of climate 

resilience standards and specifications for prevention and mitigation of landslides and (iv) 

enhanced land use guidelines for landslide prone areas. 

1.5. Impact and Outcome 

5. The government has to spend a substantial amount of money and labor to provide relief 

services for landslide affected communities. Hence, impact of the project will be mitigating the 

vulnerable landslides before they occurred, while keeping the communities at their native 

locations. 

 

6. Its outcome will be reducing the national expenditure on disaster relief services, emergency 

operation services as well as rehabilitation of damaged infrastructure. Further, it will provide a 

safer environment for the nation. 

1.6. Project Description and Components 

7. The tentative estimated value of the activities under the Project is around 110 million USD, 

of which AIIB will finance approximately 73% of total estimated value. Balance will be solely 

financed by GOSL including tax and duties. 

 

                                                           
1
 Ten out of the 13 landslide-prone districts mentioned in paragraph 6 above have been identified as the highest risk 

areas and have been prioritized for inclusion in this project. 
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8. A summary of indicative Project Components with its cost is outlined below.  

 

Component 1: Implementation of Mitigation Measures, including field investigations, 

detailed designs, construction and supervision/ management of construction activities for all 

147 priority sites. The total cost of this component is estimated at USD 97.0 million. The 

works comprise: 

a) Investigation, design and preparation of tender documents for 27 critical sites selected 

for Phase I, at an estimated cost of USD0.5 million. 

b) Supervision of construction of 27 critical sites under Phase I, at an estimated cost of 

USD1.5 million. 

c) Civil Works for 27 critical sites under Phase I, at an estimated cost of USD17.5 million. 

d) Investigation, design and preparation of tender documents for 120 sites under Phase II, 

at an estimated cost of USD2.5 million. 

d) Supervision of construction of the 120 sites under Phase II, at an estimated cost of 

USD6.0 million. 

e) Civil Works for 120 sites under Phase II, at estimated cost of USD69.0 million. 

 

Component 2: Enhancement of Policy, Standards and Institutional Capacity, at an 

estimated cost of USD3.0 million, comprising: 

a) Review of relevant policies, laws, institutional arrangement and existing mandatory 

provisions, and the development of policy recommendations to strengthen the 

regulatory mechanisms and enhance inter-agency coordination for Landslide Risk 

Management, at an estimated cost of USD1.5 million. 

b) Standardization of mechanisms for the assessment of landslide risk, building permits 

and development control, the preparation of engineering design standards and 

recommendations for appropriate policies and standards for environmental and social 

safeguards, including landslide-induced resettlement, at an estimated cost of USD0.5 

million. 

c) Enhancement of knowledge and capacity building for the Implementing Agency, 

including training and overseas studies, and the development of a landslide data 

management system, at an estimated cost of USD1.0 million. 

 

Component 3: Provision of Essential Facilities and Laboratory Equipment, at estimated 

cost of USD2.5 million. 

a) Laboratory equipment, at an estimated cost of USD1.0 million. 

b) Field equipment and facilities for investigation and monitoring, at an estimated            

cost of USD1.5 million. 
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Component 4: Technical Support and Project Management, at an estimated cost of 

USD4.5 million, including: 

 

a) Project management and operating costs, at an estimated cost of USD2.4 million. 

b) Project monitoring support, comprising the development of web-based program; 

technical/financial review and audits by a third independent party/institution; and 

project monitoring and evaluation, at an estimated cost of USD2.1 million. 
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2. PROJECT COST, FINANCING PLAN AND FINANCING MANAGEMENT 

2.1 Detailed Cost Estimate and Financing Plan 

9. The total project cost is estimated at USD110 million. The GOSL has asked the Bank to 

finance the Project through a Sovereign-backed Loan. Preconstruction activities carried out by 

NBRO, tax and duties will be solely financed by GOSL. The project cost and financing plan are 

shown in the table below. 

 

Table 1: Project Cost and Financing Plan (USD million) 

Items 
Cost 

Amount
2
 

Financing Sources 

AIIB GOSL 

Component 1: Implementation of 

Mitigation Measures 
97.0 70.5 73% 26.5 27% 

Component 2: Enhancement of Policy, 

Standards and Institutional Capacity 
3.0 2.4 80% 0.6 20% 

Component 3: Provision of Essential 

Facilities and Equipment 
2.5 2.0 80% 0.5 20% 

Component 4: Technical support and 

Project Management 
4.5 2.1 47% 2.4 53% 

Project Cost (Including Taxes): 107.0 77.0 72% 30.0 28% 

Capitalized Front-end Fee, Commitment 

Fees and Interest During Construction: 
3.0 3.0    

Total: 110.0 80.0 73% 30.0 27% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
2 Inclusive of tax and duties (15 percent). 
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Table 2: Detailed Cost Estimate and Financing Plan 

Component 

Net 

Project 

Cost 
3
 

AIIB  GOSL 

Component 1: Implementation of Mitigation Measures 

1.1. Field Investigation, design & tendering document 

preparation for 27 critical sites of Phase I 
0.43 0.00 0.43 

1.2. Construction Supervision for 27critical sites of Phase I 1.30 1.13 0.18 

1.3. Civil Work for 27 critical sites of Phase I 15.22 13.13 2.09 

1.4.  Field Investigation, design & tendering document 

preparation for 120 sites of Phase II 
2.17 0.00 2.17 

1.5. Construction Supervision for 120 sites of Phase II 5.22 4.50 0.72 

1.6. Civil Work for 120 sites of Phase II 60.00 51.75 8.25 

Component 1 Subtotal 84.35 70.50 13.85 

Component 2: Enhancement of Policy, Standards and Institutional Capacity 

2.1. Review and enhancement of relevant policies, laws, 

institutional set up and regulatory mechanism.  
1.30 1.20 0.10 

2.2. Standardization of standards for risk assessment, 

engineering design and Environment and Social safeguards. 
0.43 0.40 0.03 

2.3 Capacity enhancement and knowledge buildup for 

Implementing Agency 
0.87 0.80 0.07 

Component 2 Subtotal 2.61 2.40 0.21 

Component 3: Provision of Essential Facilities and Equipment     

3.1. Laboratorial Equipment 0.87 0.80 0.07 

3.2. Other field equipment, (including vehicles for project 

monitoring) 
1.30 1.20 0.10 

Component 3 Subtotal 2.17 2.00 0.17 

Component 4:Technical Support and Project Management     

                                                           
3
 Exclusive of the taxes and duties. 
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Year

GoSL AIIB GoSL AIIB GoSL AIIB GoSL AIIB GoSL AIIB

2018 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.00 0.17 0.00 0.35 0.00

2019 0.64 0.00 0.70 0.00 1.18 1.57 1.05 1.53 3.56 3.10

2020 2.95 8.11 2.79 7.83 3.11 8.75 2.66 7.71 11.52 32.40

2021 2.72 7.83 2.31 6.67 2.17 6.29 2.21 6.40 9.41 27.20

2022 2.07 5.97 2.01 5.71 0.24 0.48 0.27 0.57 4.59 12.73

2023 0.27 0.57 0.27 0.55 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.78 1.36

Total 8.65 22.48 8.06 20.76 6.99 17.21 6.48 16.33 30 77

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Total

4.1. Project management and operating cost 2.40 0.00 2.40 

4.2. Technical support, including the development of web-

based program; technical/financial review/audit by third 

party; project monitoring and evaluation. 

2.10 2.10 0.00 

Component 4 Subtotal 4.50 2.10 2.40 

NET PROJECT COST (Exclusive of taxes and duties) 93.63 77.00 16.63 

Estimated Taxes and duties (15%) 13.37   13.37 

Capitalized Front-end Fees, commitment fee and interests 3.00 3.00   

TOTAL PROJECT COST / FINANCING REQUIRED 110.00 80.00 30.00 

 

 

Table 3: Detailed Cost Estimates by Year (SLR Mn)       

 

 

 

Table 4: Detailed Cost Estimates by Year (US$ Mn)       

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Year

GoSL AIIB GoSL AIIB GoSL AIIB GoSL AIIB GoSL AIIB

2018 0 0.0 0 0.0 30 0.0 30 0.0 60 0.0

2019 112 0.0 122 0.0 206 274.1 183 267.8 622 541.8

2020 517 1419.7 489 1369.9 544 1532.0 466 1349.3 2016 5670.8

2021 476 1371.0 404 1168.0 380 1100.8 387 1120.5 1647 4760.2

2022 362 1044.3 351 999.3 42 84.2 47 99.3 803 2227.1

2023 47 99.3 46 96.3 21 21.0 21 21.0 136 237.5

Total 1514 3934 1411 3633 1224 3012 1134 2858 5283 13437

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Total
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2.2 Use and Allocation of Loan Proceeds 

10. The loan will carried out under the terms and conditions set forth or referred to in the 

Loan Agreement which is given in Appendix A. The Front-end Fee shall be equal to one-quarter 

of one percent (0.25%) of the Loan amount. The Commitment Fee shall be equal to one-quarter of 

one percent (0.25%) per annum on the Unwithdrawn Loan Balance. Each Interest Period shall be 

at a rate equal to the Variable Rate. Notwithstanding the foregoing, if any amount of the 

Withdrawn Loan Balance remains unpaid when due and such non-payment continues for a period 

of thirty (30) days, then the GOSL shall pay the Default Interest Rate on such overdue amount, in 

lieu of the Variable Rate, as provided in Section 3.02(c) of the General Conditions of Loan 

Agreement. The Interest Payment Dates are May 15 and November 15 in each year. The principal 

amount of the Loan shall be repaid in accordance with the amortization schedule set forth in 

Schedule 3 to the Loan Agreement 

11. The proceeds of the Loan shall be withdrawn in accordance with the provisions of Article II 

of the General Conditions, of Loan Agreement, and such additional instructions as the Bank shall 

specify by notice to the Borrower, to finance Eligible Expenditures as set forth below: 

 

Table 5: Allocation and Withdrawal of loan Proceeds 

 

Category Amount of the 

Loan 

Allocated 

(expressed in 

USD) 

Percentage of 

Expenditures to be 

financed 

(exclusive of Taxes) 

(1) Goods, works, non-consulting services, and 

consultants‘ services for the civil works 

construction and the construction supervision for 

Component 1 of the Project. 

70,500,000 84% 

(2) Goods, non-consulting services consultants‘ 

services and training for component 2 of the 

project. (Strengthening of Policy, Standards and 

Institutional Capacity) 

2,400,000 92% 

(3) Goods and non-consulting services for 

component 2 of the Project. (Financing of: (1) 

laboratories; and (2) field investigations and 

technical monitoring equipment). 

2,000,000 92% 

(4) Goods, non-consulting services and 

consultants‘ services for component 4 of the 

Project. (Technical Support and Project 

Management) 

2,100,000 100% 

(5) Front-end Fee 200,000 Amount payable pursuant 

to Section Error! 
Reference source not 
found. of this Loan 

Agreement in accordance 

with Section 2.08(b) of 

the General Conditions 
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(6) Interest and Commitment Charge  2,800,000 Amount payable pursuant 

to Section 2.08(c) and 

3.02 of the General 

Conditions 

Total Amount 80,000,000  

 

12. Principal Payment Dates of the Loan The following table sets forth the Principal Payment 

Dates of the Loan and the percentage of the total principal amount of the Loan payable on each 

Principal Payment Date (―Installment Share‖).   

 

Table 6: Principal Payment Dates and Installment Share 

Principal Payment Date Installment Share 

(Expressed as a Percentage) 

On each May15 and November15 

 Beginning May 15, 2025  

 through May 15, 2048 

 

 

2.08% 

On November 15, 2048 2.24% 

 

13. If the loan amounts allocated to any category appears to be insufficient to finance all agreed 

expenditure in that component, AIIB may, in consultation with Sri Lanka, (a) reallocate to such 

category, to the extent required to meet the estimated shortfall, amounts of the loan and grant 

which have been allocated to another component but, in the opinion of AIIB, are not needed to 

meet other expenditures, and (b) if such reallocation cannot fully meet the estimated shortfall, 

reduce the withdrawal percentage applicable to such expenditures in order that further withdrawals 

under such category may continue until all expenditures there under shall have been made and 

If the loan amounts then allocated to any category appears to exceed all agreed expenditures in that 

category, AIIB may, in consultation with Sri Lanka, reallocate such excess amount to any other 

category. 

 

14. All goods, works, and services to be financed out of the proceeds of the loan shall be 

procured to comply with the requirements given in the AIIB‘s Procurement Policy and 

Procurement Instructions for Recipients. The procurement approach is described in the 

procurement manual as set forth in Section 6 of this Manual. 

2.3 Retroactive Financing 

15. Advance procurement and retroactive financing will be considered as eligible expenditures 

up to an aggregate amount not to exceed 20 percent of the loan amount in line with the Bank‘s 

policy for retroactive financing. Withdrawals may be made for Retroactive Payments subject to the 

following limits. 

(a) the Retroactive Financing Date is January 1, 2019; and 

(b) the Retroactive Financing Limit is USD 16,000,000 (sixteen million Dollars). 
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2.4 Financing Management  

16. Financial Management Manual (FMM): This Project Financial Management Manual 

(FMM) is prepared particularly for the Reduction of Landslide Vulnerability by Mitigation 

Measures Project financed by the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB). FMM is an 

integral part of the Project Operations Manual (OM).  It is developed to provide reasonable 

assurance that the proceeds of the financing of the project will be used for the purposes for which 

they are granted.  It sets forth the policies and procedures, which convey standards for sound 

financial management and administration for the project, for the guidance of all personnel charged 

with financial responsibilities.  FMM provides a detailed description of the financial management 

arrangements of PMU which is established under the Ministry of Public Administration, Disaster 

Management and Rural Economic Affairs (MPADMREA) including organization and staffing 

arrangements, budgeting, accounting and reporting for all project transactions, the procedures for 

receipt and use of project funds, management and control of all project assets, and auditing. 

The Financial Management Manual (FMM) is given in Appendix B.   
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3. IMPLEMENTATION ARREANGEMENTS 

3.1 Executing and Implementing Agencies 

17. MPADM&REA will be the Executing Agency. NBRO under MPADM&REA will be the 

Implementing Agency. The Project Management Unit (PMU) has been established by 

MPADM&REA and NBRO to manage the day-to-day implementation of the project. 

3.2 Project Management Unit.  

18. Given the complexity and technical challenges, the project requires a dedicated unit to 

provide day-to-day oversight and technical guidance. A Project Management Unit (PMU) has been 

established. 

 

19. The PMU will be staffed with dedicated, qualified staff and consultants that have the 

necessary professional experience and proven expertise in the technical aspects of the project 

including procurement, financial management, environmental and social safeguards and health and 

safety issues. This will help ensure that the project can be implemented on time and within budget 

and meets AIIB‘s technical, procurement, environmental, social and health and safety 

requirements. The PMU will be responsible for the following oversights activities: 

 

a) Monitoring of Field investigations, designs (including environmental, social and health and 

safety aspects) and preparation of tendering documents. 

b) Procurement for all associated services (individual consultants and consulting firms), works 

(contractors) and goods related to the project, including the issuing, evaluation and 

recommendations for the award of contractors for the tenders. 

c) Implementation, quality assurance and control, the management of consultants and 

contractors, and the monitoring and evaluation of outputs. 

d) Financial management of the project, including disbursement. 

e) Monitoring and policy compliance with national and Bank environmental, social and health 

and safety laws, regulations, policies and standards. 

f) Coordination with other involved agencies, including the Roads Development Authority 

(RDA), Sri Lanka Railway Department and local authorities, etc. and acting as their 

technical and administrative representatives, in order to have all the landslide sites included 

and treated under a single management structure, providing consistency and integrity to the 

project‘s physical subcomponents. 

 

20. The PMU will be ―lean,‖ focused on the management aspects and dedicated to 

implementation of the project. NBRO as implementing agency will manage the project through the 

PMU and be responsible for the overall technical aspects of project implementation. 

MPADM&REA, as the executing agency, will provide guidance, general assistance to support 

project implementation and will manage project funds. There will be no transfer of loan proceeds 

to NBRO. 

3.3 Steering Committee 

21. In addition, GOSL will establish a Steering Committee to provide overall support to the 

project and specifically to guide the review and support for the development of new policies and 

standards relating to landslide management (Component 2). The Steering Committee will review 

the findings and recommendations arising from the studies and will formulate official 

recommendations to the GOSL.  
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The Steering Committee will be chaired by the MPADM&REA and will include representatives 

from the key government stakeholders currently involved in the response to landslides, including 

District Secretaries, Road Development Authority, Railway Department, Department of External 

Resources, other relevant departments of Ministry of Finance (MOF), and the line agencies 

responsible for services such as CEB, the Water Supply & Drainage Board, Ministry of Education 

and Local Governments, as needed. 

3.4 Governance Structure 

22. The Governance structure of the project is shown in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 1: Governance Structure 

 

 

3.5 Project Oversight and Supervision 

23. In addition to the outsourced supervision of construction activities for the 147 sites by local 

and foreign consultants, a robust and transparent oversight system will be established. This will be 

based around a user-friendly, web-based program to be developed and updated at weekly intervals 

to provide the client and AIIB with a real-time picture of project implementation at each site. Data 

will be aggregated at the package, district and project level. 

 
24. In addition, one or more consulting firms will be engaged to provide a third-party validation 

mechanism for independent evaluation of the physical and financial implementation of the project. 

This additional level of scrutiny will provide assurance that the project is being implemented in a 

way that complies with the procurement, environmental, social and health and safety policies and 

standards agreed between the client and AIIB and to draw out lessons for potential improvements. 
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3.6 Monitoring and evaluation. 

25. A Results Framework has been developed, including baseline data, for the project. The Results Framework provides the basis for the monitoring 

and evaluation (M&E) of project progress and results. NBRO/PMU will be responsible for collecting data and reporting on the progress of 

implementation for each indicator in the Results Framework. Progress will be evaluated by comparing the actual results against the planned target 

values. The Results Framework, with the relevant data and evaluations, will be incorporated into the project‘s annual progress reports. 

 

Table 7: Project Results Framework 

Indicator Name Baseline 
Cumulative Target Values 

End Target Frequency Responsibility 
YR1 YR2 YR3 YR4 

Proejct Objective Indicators: 

1. Aggregated number of direct 

project beneficiaries (of which female 

number) 

0 
2,000 

(1,000) 

6,000 

(3,000) 

10,000 

(5,000) 

15,000 

(7,500) 

15,000 

(7,500) 
Yearly NBROP/PMU 

2.Area of road protected by 

implementation of mitigation 

measures (square meters) 

0 3,000 8,000 18,000 35,000 35,000 Yearly NBRO/PMU  

3.Length of railway protected by 

implementation of mitigation 

measures (meters) 

0 0 500 1,000 2,280 2,280 Yearly NBRO/PMU  

4.Adopted Climate resilience 

standards and specifications related 

to landslide mitigation has been 

adopted  

Not 

Available 

Draft design 

standards 

(testing) 

Final 

design 

standards 

(testing) 

Final 

design 

standards 

(Adopted) 

Adopted Adopted Yearly NBRO/PMU  

5. Land use guidelines in landslide 

prone area has been reviewed and 

recommendations have been 

submitted by the Steering 

Committee to the government for 

endorsement process (Yes/No) 

No Reviewed 

Draft 

Guidelines 

Developed 

Draft 

Guidelines 

Developed 

Final 

Guidelines 

Develope

d 

Final 

Guideline

s 

submitte

d 

Yearly NBRO/PMU  
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Indicator Name Baseline 
Cumulative Target Values 

End Target Frequency Responsibility 
YR1 YR2 YR3 YR4 

6. Aggregated number of the 

planned resettlements to be 

avoided. (Number of 

households) 

0 500 1500 3000 5000 5000 Yearly NBRO/PMU  

Intermediate Results Indicators – measured during implementation support    

1. Landslide mitigation schemes 

constructed to protect homes, 

agricultural land and economic 

activities using improved designs and 

standards.   

0 20 50 90 147 147 Yearly NBRO/PMU  

2. Grievances registered related to 

delivery of project benefits has been 

resolved. 

(Percentage) 

0  50  80 80 
Midterm & 

Completion 
NBRO/PMU  
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3.7 Implementation Arrangement  

 

26. Implementation arrangement of the Project is as follows: 
 

a) Ministry of Public Administration and Disaster Management (MPADM&REA.) will be 

the executing agency of the Project having overall responsibility for the implementation 

of project components; 

 

b) The Project will be managed by Project Management Unit (PMU) established under the 

MPADM&REA. Technical Support individual consultants will be contracted to provide 

support to the PMU, for carrying out tasks including but not limited to Geotechnical 

Designs, Quantity Surveying and finance, as necessary; 

 

c) NBRO will be both Implementing Agency and the Engineer to the project and 

Consultancy Firms (05 Nos.) will support the Engineer to administrate &supervise the 

activities of Component 1 of this project. Overall project activities will be coordinated 

and managed by the PMU; 

 

d) 03 Consultancy Firms and Individual Consultants will support PMU to implement the 

component 2.  

3.8 Duties and Responsibilities 

 

Table 8-Duties and Responsibilities  

Organization Duties and Responsibilities 

MPADM&REA    

(Executing Agency) 

Guides and supports overall project implementation; 

(Secretary) chairs the Project Steering Committee; makes key 

policy level decisions to facilitate project implementation; 

ensures adequate counterpart funding; liaise with Ministry of 

Finance and other ministries on matters under their jurisdictions; 

confirms reform plans and subprojects. 

Project Steering 

Committee (PSC) 

(Chair: Secretary- MPADM&REA; members: Director General 

of NBRO, Project Director- RLVMMP, Senior representatives 

from External Resources Department, National Planning 

Department and other relevant Departments of Ministry of 

Finance  and Mass Media ; Senior representatives of the 

Stakeholders  - Road Development Authority, Ministry of 

Education, Provincial Ministry of Education, Railway 

Department and Local Authorities.  

The Project Steering Committee (PSC) will oversee the activities 

of PMU and will be the final decision-making body regards to 

policy and overall project implementation issues.  

It will also provide guidance on setting project priorities and 

approve the work plans and budgets of project works. 

National Building 

Research Organisation 

(NBRO) 

(Implementing Agency) 

National Building Research Organisation (NBRO) will be the 

Implementing Agency of the Project having overall responsibility 

for the implementation of project components; Oversee of Project 

Implementation and act as the ―Engineer‖ for Landslide 

mitigation works. 
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Project Management 

Unit 

Coordinates and manages overall project 

implementation and activities; Selection of consultants; Manage 

the project through selected construction Supervision and 

Contract Administration Consultants,  Oversee of Contract 

administration, management and Quality control & Quality 

Check ;Provide technical assistance, in terms of guidance, review 

and appraisal of work pertained; Planning, coordination, 

budgeting, reporting and monitoring; All procurement actions 

and project delivery strategy planning and implementation; 

Ensuring timely delivery of all contractual obligations; Interim, 

mid-term and project completion reporting; Budget control/Cost 

Control; Logistical support; All internal and external 

communication, Creation of visual identity for the Project-

management Information System; Also conduct the periodic field 

visit, review the direct progress being made within the project, 

give feedback and suitable recommendations; Serves as point of 

contact with AIIB; reviews documents submitted by 

Engineer/Engineer‘s Representative/Consultants  to ensure they 

are in order. 

Asian Infrastructure 

Investment Bank(AIIB)  

Support to the overall project implementation; Carry out Bank‘s 

reviews in technical, procurement, financial management, and 

environmental and social aspects. Processing the disbursements 

following bank‘s procedures. 
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3.9 Key Persons & Duties of PMU 

27. The PMU is headed by Project Director with two Deputy Project Directors for Civil 

Construction Works and Policy & Regulatory Frame Works. The PMU will be adequately 

resourced with professional staff that has suitable previous experience under GOSL and foreign 

funded projects.  

 
Table 9-Proposed Project Staff for Project Management Unit 

 

Item Position 

Proposed Numbers 

2018 2019 2020 2021 

1 Project Director 1 1 1 1 

2 Deputy Project Director   - 2 2 2 

3 Finance Manager 1 1 1 1 

4 Project Coordinator - 1 1 1 

5 
Procurement Specialist/Snr. Contract 

Engineer 
1 1 1 1 

6 Snr. Geotechnical Engineer 1 2 2 2 

7 Snr. Geologist 1 2 2 2 

8 
Snr. Environmental Safeguard Expert 

Expert 
1 1 1 1 

9 Senior Social Safeguard Expert 1 1 1 1 

10 
Senior Health & Safety Expert 

     

11 Snr. Land Administrative Officer 1 1 1 1 

12 QA/QC Engineer - 1 1 1 

13 Geotechnical Engineer - 2 2 2 

14 Procurement/Project Engineer 1 4 4 4 

15 Quantity Surveyor 2 2 2 2 

16 Geologists 1 1 1 1 

17 Project Accountant 1 1 1 1 

18 Administrative Officer - 1 1 1 

19 IT Specialist 1 1 1 1 
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*In addition to above, individual consultants will be recruited to PMU when necessary. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

20 Internal Auditor - 1 1 1 

21 Environmental Officer 1 1 1 1 

22 Sociologist 1 1 1 1 

23 Land Administrative Assistants - 4 -   

24 Administrative Assistant 1 1 1 1 

25 Project Secretary 1 1 1 1 

 
Total Key  Staff 19 36 32 32 

26 Account Clerks - 2 2 2 

27 Management Assistant 2 4 4 4 

28 Office Assistant 2 4 4 4 

29 Driver 2 6 6 6 

30 Labour   1 1 1 

  Total Staff 25  53 49 49 
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Table 10 : Duties of proposed Key Project Staff 

Item Position Job Description 

1 Project Director 
Manage the project throughout and responsible for all the works 

carried out under the project to comply with AIIB policy. 

2 
Deputy Project Director-

(Civil Works ) 

Responsible for managing the procurement process, construction 

administration, supervision and progress of the landslide 

mitigation works of the Project and assist PD to manage the 

overall civil works component to comply with AIIB policy. 

3 

Deputy Project 

Director(Policy & Regulatory 

Frame Works) ) 

Assist PD to manage the component 3 of the project to formulate 

policy and regulatory framework in Landslides. 

4 Finance Manager 
Responsible for implementing and managing the Project Finance 

arrangements of the Project. to comply with AIIB policy. 

5 Project Coordinator 

Responsible for assisting PD for Coordinating, planning and 

organizing of overall project activities, interact with relevant 

parties & authorities and maintains continuity of work 

operations by communicating needed actions to management of 

Project. 

6 
Procurement Specialist/Snr. 

Contract Engineer 

Responsible for preparation, implementation and execution of 

procurement processes and manage contractual obligations 

during construction to comply with AIIB policy. 

7 Snr. Geotechnical Engineer-1 
Responsible for oversee construction works and solving the 

geotechnical issues of the project. 

8 Snr. Geotechnical Engineer-2 
Responsible for oversee the Geotechnical Design works of the 

project and solving design issues during construction. 

9 Snr. Geologist -1 
Identification of landslides and evaluating of geological 

conditions of unstable slopes in 74 sites. 

10 Snr. Geologist -2 
Identification of landslides and evaluating of geological 

conditions of unstable slopes in 73 sites. 

11 

Snr. Environmental 

Safeguard Expert 

 

Responsible for managing of preventing or reducing 

environmental risks, formulating environmental protection 

procedures for construction sites of this Landslide Mitigation 

Project. 
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12 

Senior Social Safeguard 

Expert 

 

Responsible for examining /identifying the effect of social 

influences on different individuals and groups in the contraction 

sites and surrounding areas of sites and implements 

recommended measures to eliminate or control them.  

13 
Senior Health & Safety 

Expert 

Responsible for managing the health & safety requirement of 

construction sites of landslide mitigation works 

14 
Snr. Land Administrative 

Officer 

Responsible for managing of signing, proper receiving and 

documentation of all MOUs with land owners of respective 

mitigation sites. 

15 QA/QC Engineer 
Responsible for manage of quality of landslide mitigation works 

in compliance with the relevant Standards and Specifications. 

16 Geotechnical Engineer-1 

Responsible for assisting Snr. Geotechnical Engineer for oversee 

construction works and solving the geotechnical issues of the 

project. 

17 Geotechnical Engineer-2 

Responsible for assisting Snr. Geotechnical Engineer for oversee 

the   Geotechnical Design works of the project and solving 

design issues during construction. 

18 
Procurement/Project 

Engineer-1 

Responsible for assisting Snr Procurement/Contract Engineer for 

managing of procurement and project management works of 

critical 27 sites and 28 sites in Kandy and Kurunagala. 

19 
Procurement/Project 

Engineer-2 

Responsible for assisting Snr. Procurement/Contract Engineer 

for managing of procurement and project management works of 

sites for 37 sites in Badulla District. 

20 
Procurement/Project 

Engineer-3 

Responsible for assisting Snr. Procurement/Contract Engineer 

for managing of procurement and project management works for 

35 sites in Rathnapura &Matara Districts. 

21 
Procurement/Project 

Engineer-4 

Responsible for assisting Snr. Procurement/Contract Engineer 

for managing of procurement and project management works for 

20 sites along the railway line. 

22 Quantity Surveyor-1 

Assist Procurement Specialist/Project Engineers for preparation 

of Engineer‘s estimates, tender documents at pre-contract stage 

and preparations of payment certificates, and variation orders 

and claims submitted by the Contractors & Supervision 

Consultants for 74 sites. 

23 Quantity Surveyor-2 

Assist Procurement Specialist/Project Engineers for preparation 

of Engineer‘s estimates, tender documents at pre-contract stage 

and preparations of payment certificates, and variation orders 

and claims submitted by the Contractors & Supervision 

Consultants for 73 sites. 
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24 Geologists 
Assist Senior Geologist for identification of landslides and 

evaluating of geological conditions of unstable slopes. 

25 Project Accountant 

Responsible for assisting Finance Manager for the entire 

Financial Reporting functions of the project to ensure all the 

payments and its reporting are carried out in accordance with the 

Financial Regulations and other statutory requirements to 

comply with AIIB policy. 

26 Administrative Officer 

Assist in the design of project implementation arrangements; 

organizing the recruitment by calling applications, screening and 

interviewing; Maintain personnel files and human resource 

database that includes each employee‘s information; 

Administrate the daily attendance records of project staff; 

Managing of office buildings, vehicles, furniture and 

stationery& office equipment of project. 

27 IT Specialist 

Provide technical support to the Project staff to maintain the 

computer systems and networks and solving IT problems in the 

PMU office. 

Preparation and manage of data base system for project activities 

including ESH&S and complaints/grievance resolution 

mechanism.  

28 Internal Auditor 

Assess how well the project activities are complying to rules and 

regulations and informing management of any issues that need 

addressing.  

29 Environmental Officer 

Responsible for assisting Snr. Environmentalist for managing or 

preventing or reducing health, safety and environmental risks, 

formulating environmental protection procedures for 

construction sites of this Landslide Mitigation Project. 

30 Sociologist 

Responsible for assisting Snr. Sociologist for examining 

/identifying the effect of social influences on different 

individuals and groups in the contraction sites and surrounding 

areas of sites and implements recommended measures to 

eliminate or control them.  

31 
Land Administrative 

Assistants-1 

Responsible for signing, proper receiving and documentation of 

all MOUs with land owners of respective mitigation sites in 27 

critical sites and 28 sites in Kandy and Kurunagala. 

32 
Land Administrative 

Assistants-2 

Responsible for signing, proper receiving and documentation of 

all MOUs with land owners of 37 sites in Badulla District. 

33 
Land Administrative 

Assistants -3 

Responsible for signing, proper receiving and documentation of 

all MOUs with land owners of 35 sites in Rathnapura &Matara 

Districts. 
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34 
Land Administrative 

Assistants-4 

Responsible for signing, proper receiving and documentation of 

all MOUs with land owners of 20 sites along the railway line. 

35 Administrative Assistant 
Provide assistance to Administrative Officer for carrying out of 

complete administrative services of the project.  

36 Project Secretary 
Provide full secretarial and admin support to the Project Director 

and Project Staff. 
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3.10 Proposed Organization Structure  

 

28. Organization Structure for PMU is given below:                                         
 

                                                                                                                          Figure 2:  Organization Structure of PMU 

Ministryof Public 
Administration, Disaster 

Management & Rural 
Economic Affairs

(Executing Agency)
National Building Research 

Organisation (NBRO) 
(Implementing Agency)

Project Director 

Deputy Project Director -

Civil Works  

Management of EngineeringDesigns, Procurement, Contract 
Administration,Implementation and Progress Monitoring  Section 

1. Procurement Specialist
2. Snr Geotechnical  Engineers-01     
2.Snr Geologist-01
3.Project Engineers- 04
4.QA/QC Engineer
5.Geotechnical Engineers-02
6.Geologist-01
7Quantity Surveyor - 02
8.Cad Operator
9. Management Assistant
10 Office Assistance
Consultants:Individual consultants will be outsourced when necessary.

Envirenmental & Social
Section

1Snr  Environmental        
Safeguard Expert
2. Senior Social Safeguard 
Expert
3.Senior Health & Safety 
Expert
4. Snr Land  Administrative 
Officer
5. Envi. Officer
6. Socialogist
7.Land  Adminstrative 
Assistants -04
8. Management Assistant

Project Stearing Commitee

Deputy Project Director-
Policy & Regulation  Enhancement   and 

Institutional Capacity Building  

Policy & Regulation Enhancement and 
Institutional Capacity Building Section

1.  Snr Geotech. Engineer
2.  Snr Geologist 
3   Management  Assistant

Consultants: Local & international individual 
consultants will be outsourced when necessary.

Financial
Section

1.Finance Manager
2  Accountant
3 Accountant Clearks -02

Project Director's 
Supportive Section

1. Project Co-ordinator 
2. Project Secratary
3  Internal Auditor
4  Office Assistant

Project Admin. and General 
works Section 

1. Admin. Officer
2. Assitant Admin.     
3. IT  officer
4. Management Assistants-
5. Drivers -06
6. Office Assistant
7. Labours-01

05 Nos Consultancy  Firms  for Contract Administration and 
Construction Supervision 

Consultancy  Firms -03 Nos
1. Development of policy recommendations to 
strengthen the regulatory mechanisms ;
2. Recommendations for appropriate policies and 
standards for environmental and social safeguards;
3.Enhancement of knowledge and capacity building for 
the Implementing Agency

Project Management Unit
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29. Cadre position of the project shall be created with the approval of Department of 

Management Services in accordance with Management Service Circular No 01/2019 and if any 

revisions time to time. Cadre positions approved for PMU by the Director General, Department 

of Management Services as per their letter reference DMS/7777/RLVMMP dated 01.01.2019 

is given in Appendix 3 . However, cadre position shall be revised in accordance to the real 

needs of the project during implementation. 
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3.11 Proposed Implementation Schedule for Project Activities with Cost Estimate 

Table 11: Proposed Implementation Schedule 

 

Date of PP From To Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

1.1
Field Investigation, design & tenderding document preparation 

for 27 critical sites of Phase I
0.43 0 0.43 Original  -15.02.2019 01.05.2018 23.06.2019

Revised - 01.07.2019 01.05.2018 03.12.2019

1.2 Construction Supervision for 27critical sites of Phase I 1.3 1.13 0.18 Original  -15.02.2019 30.05.2019 05.09.2021

Revised- 01.07.2019

1.3 Civil Work for 27 critical sites of Phase I 15.22 13.13 2.09 Original - 15.02.2019 30.05.2019 06.07.2021

Revised 01.07.2019

1.4 Field Investigation, design & tenderding document preparation 

for 120 sites of Phase II
2.17 0 2.17 Original - 15.02.2019 15.01.2019 19.05.2020

Revised -01.07.2019 15.01.2019 21.08.2020

1.5 Construction Supervision for 120 sites of Phase II 5.22 4.5 0.72 Original - 15.02.2019 15.08.2019 16.06.2022

Revised - 01.07.2019 13.01.2020 17.03.2023

1.6  Civil Work for 120 sites of Phase II 60 51.75 8.25 Original  -15.02.2019 22.08.2019 16.06.2022

Revised -01.07.2019 03.02.2020 17.03.2023

Component 1 Subtotal 84.35 70.5 13.85

2.1

Review and enhancement of relevant policies, laws, institutional 

set up and regulatory mechanism. 1.3 1.2 0.1
Original  15.02.2019 08.09.2019 18.06.2020

Revised 01.07.2019 29.01.2020 08.11.2020

2.2

Standardization of standards for risk assessment, engineering 

design and Environment and Social safeguards. 0.43 0.4 0.03
Original  15.02.2019 30.08.2019 09.06.2020

Revised 01.07.2019 18.04.2021 27.01.2022

2.3

Capacity enhancement and knowledge buildup for 

Implementing Agency 0.87 0.8 0.07
Original  -15.02.2019 30.09.2019 10.07.2020

Revised-01.07.2019 18.04.2021 27.01.2022

Component 2 Subtotal 2.61 2.4 0.21

3.1
 Office Equipment and softwares for Design Unit, field 

&Laboratorial Equipment and Monitoring Equipment for 

Landslides

1.82 1.68 0.14 Original  -15.02.2019 21.03.2019 18.08.2019

Revised -01.07.2019 15.08.2019 18.01.2020

3.2 Field  vehicles 0.35 0.32 0.03 Original - 15.02.2019 28.06.2019 10.09.2019

Revised- 01.07.2019 28.10.2019 10.01.2020

Component 3 Subtotal 2.17 2 0.17

4.1 Project management and operating cost 2.4 0 2.4

4.2

Technical support, including the development of web-based 

program; technical/financial review/audit by third party; project 

monitoring and evaluation. 2.1 2.1 0

Component 4 Subtotal 4.5 2.1 2.4

NET PROJECT COST (Exclusive of taxes and duties) 93.63 77 16.63

Estimated Taxes and duties (15%) 13.37 13.37

Capitalized Front-end Fees, commitment fee and interests 3 3

TOTAL PROJECT COST / FINANCING REQUIRED 110 80 30

Component 1: Implementation of Mitigation Measures

Component 2: Enhancement of Policy, Standards and Institutional Capacity

Component 3: Provision of Essential Facilities and Equipment

Component 4:Technical Support and Project Management

2018Time Period 2020 2021 2022 2023

Component
Net 

Project 

Cost [1]

AIIB GOSL

2019
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Table 12 : Proposed Implementation Schedule in Contract Level  

 

 

 

 

 

Date of PP From To Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

1

1.1

Field Investigation, design, tender document preparation & 

attanding to procurement  Process until awarding  for 27 

critical sites of Phase I

0.43 0 0.43
Original  -

15.02.2019
01.05.2018 23.06.2019

Revised - 01.07.2019 01.05.2018 03.12.2019

a) Package -1 ( 04 sites at Rathnapura District) 2.6 Original  -15.02.2019 01.05.2018 30.05.2019

Revised - 01.07.2019 01.05.2018 10.08.2019

b)

Package -2 ( 03 sites - Rathnapura, 04 sites-Kalutara )

Original  -15.02.2019 01.05.2018 30.05.2019

Revised - 01.07.2019 01.05.2018 10.08.2019

c) Package -3 ( 03 sites - Matara) Original  -15.02.2019 01.05.2018 30.05.2019

Revised - 01.07.2019 01.05.2018 10.08.2019

d)
Package 4 ( 13 sites -Kegall, 

Gampaha,Kurunagala,Colombo,Kandy and Badulla )
Original  -15.02.2019 01.05.2018 23.06.2019

Revised - 01.07.2019 01.05.2018 03.12.2019

1.2 Construction Supervision for 27critical sites of Phase I 1.3 1.13 0.18
Original  -

15.02.2019
25.05.2019 05.09.2021

Revised- 01.07.2019 17.09.2019 12.01.2021

1.3 Civil Work for 27 critical sites of Phase I 15.22 13.13 2.09
Original - 

15.02.2019
30.05.2019 06.07.2021

Revised 01.07.2019 10.08.2019 30.12.2021

a) Package -1 ( 04 sites at Rathnapura District) 2.6 Original - 15.02.2019 30.05.2019 12.06.2021

Revised 01.07.2019 10.08.2019 06.09.2021

b) Package -2 ( 03 sites - Rathnapura, 04 sites-Kalutara ) 2.6 Original - 15.02.2019 30.05.2019 12.06.2021

Revised 01.07.2019 10.08.2019 06.09.2021

c) Package -3 ( 03 sites - Matara) 2.1 Original - 15.02.2019 30.05.2019 12.06.2021

Revised 01.07.2019 10.08.2019 06.09.2021

d)
Package 4 ( 13 sites -Kegall, Gampaha,Kurunagala,Colombo,     

Kandy and Badulla ) 12.2
Original - 15.02.2019 23.06.2019 06.07.2021

Revised 01.07.2019 03.12.2019 30.12.2021

2020 2021 2022 2023

Component
Net 

Project 

Cost [1]

AIIB GOSL

2019

Component 1: Implementation of Mitigation Measures

2018Time Period
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Field Investigation, design ,tender document preparation 

and attending to procurement process until awarding  for 

120 sites of Phase II

2.17 0 2.17
Original - 

15.02.2019
01.01.2019 19.05.2020

Revised -01.07.2019 15.01.2019 21.08.2020

a) Package -5 (GROUP 1 -29 Sites) Original - 15.02.2019 11.03.2019 20.02.2020

Revised -01.07.2019 11.03.2019 04.04.2020

b) Package- 6 (GROUP 2 -36 Sites) Original - 15.02.2019 01.04.2019 19.05.2020

Revised -01.07.2019 01.04.2019 30.06.2020

c) Package- 7 (GROUP 3 -35 Sites) Original - 15.02.2019 01.01.2019 22.08.2019

Revised -01.07.2019 01.01.2019 03.02.2020

d) Package-8 (Group  4 -20 Sites) Original - 15.02.2019 05.02.2019 28.11.2019

Revised -01.07.2019 05.02.2019 21.08.2020

1.5 Construction Supervision for 120 sites of Phase II 5.22 4.5 0.72
Original - 

15.02.2019
15.08.2019 16.06.2022

Revised - 01.07.2019 13.01.2020 17.03.2023

a) Package -5 (GROUP 1 -29 Sites) Original - 15.02.2019 12.02.2020 19.03.2022

Revised -01.07.2019 09.03.2020 29.10.2022

b) Package- 6 (GROUP 2 -36 Sites) Original - 15.02.2019 12.05.2020 16.06.2022

Revised -01.07.2019 08.06.2020 24.01.2023

c) Package- 7 (GROUP 3 -35 Sites) Original - 15.02.2019 15.08.2019 18.09.2021

Revised -01.07.2019 13.01.2020 29.08.2022

d) Package-8 (Group  4 -20 Sites) Original - 15.02.2019 06.11.2019 25.12.2021

Revised -01.07.2019 22.07.2020 17.03.2023

1.6  Civil Work for 120 sites of Phase II 60 51.75 8.25
Original  -

15.02.2019
22.08.2019 16.06.2022

Revised -01.07.2019 03.02.2020 17.03.2023

a) Package -5 (GROUP 1 -29 Sites)
Original  15.02.2019

20.02.2020 19.03.2022

Revised 01.07.2019
04.04.2020 29.10.2022

b) Package- 6 (GROUP 2 -36 Sites)
Original  15.02.2019

19.05.2020 16.06.2022

Revised 01.07.2019 30.06.2020 24.01.2023

c) Package- 7 (GROUP 3 -35 Sites) Original  15.02.2019 22.08.2019 18.09.2021

Revised 01.07.2019
03.02.2020 29.08.2022

d) Package-8 (Group  4 -20 Sites)
Original  15.02.2019

28.11.2019 25.12.2021

Revised 01.07.2019
21.08.2020 17.03.2023
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2

2.1

Review and enhancement of relevant policies, laws, institutional 

set up and regulatory mechanism. 1.3 1.2 0.1
Original  15.02.2019 08.09.2019 18.06.2020

Revised 01.07.2019 29.01.2020 08.11.2020

2.2

Standardization of standards for risk assessment, engineering 

design and Environment and Social safeguards. 0.43 0.4 0.03
Original  15.02.2019 30.08.2019 09.06.2020

Revised 01.07.2019 18.04.2021 27.01.2022

2.3

Capacity enhancement and knowledge buildup for 

Implementing Agency 0.87 0.8 0.07
Original  -15.02.2019 30.09.2019 10.07.2020

Revised-01.07.2019 18.04.2021 27.01.2022

Component 2 Subtotal 2.61 2.4 0.21

3

3.1
 Office Equipment and softwares for Design Unit, field 

&Laboratorial Equipment and Monitoring Equipment for 

Landslides

1.82 1.68 0.14
Original  -

15.02.2019
21.03.2019 18.08.2019

Revised -01.07.2019 15.08.2019 18.01.2020

a) 

Procurement of Drilling Machine and Mud Pump for National 

Building Research Organisation  

(RLVMMP/GOODS/NCT/01R) 0.1

Original  -15.02.2019 21.03.2019 27.05.2019

Revised-01.07.2019 20.09.2019 26.11.2019

b) 
Procurement of Office Equipments for National Building 

Research Organisation(RLVMMp/GOODS/RfQ/02) 0.1
Original  -15.02.2019 21.03.2019 27.05.2019

Revised-01.07.2019 15.08.2019 21.10.2019

c)
Procurement of Landslide Monitoring Equipments for National 

Building Research Organisation 1
Original  -15.02.2019 05.06.2019 18.08.2019

Revised-01.07.2019 05.10.2019 18.12.2019

d)
Procurement of Laboratory and Field Equipments for National 

Building Research Organisation 1
Original  -15.02.2019 05.06.2019 18.08.2019

Revised-01.07.2019 05.11.2019 18.01.2020

e) 

Procurement of Softwares for Designing of Landslide  

Mitigation Works for National Building Research Organisation 0.1
Original  -15.02.2019

Revised-01.07.2019

3.2 Field  vehicles 0.35 0.32 0.03 Original - 15.02.2019 28.06.2019 10.09.2019

Revised- 01.07.2019 28.10.2019 10.01.2020

Component 3 Subtotal 2.17 2 0.17

4

4.1 Project management and operating cost 2.4 0 2.4

4.2

Technical support, including the development of web-based 

program; technical/financial review/audit by third party; project 

monitoring and evaluation. 2.1 2.1 0

Component 4 Subtotal 4.5 2.1 2.4

NET PROJECT COST (Exclusive of taxes and duties) 93.63 77 16.63

Estimated Taxes and duties (15%) 13.37 13.37

Capitalized Front-end Fees, commitment fee and interests 3 3

TOTAL PROJECT COST / FINANCING REQUIRED 110 80 30

Component 2: Enhancement of Policy, Standards and Institutional Capacity

Component 3: Provision of Essential Facilities and Equipment

Component 4:Technical Support and Project Management
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4. WORKING MECHANISM 

30. The PMU will be the focal point for communication between the different parties involved 

in the project such as MPADM&REA, NBRO, AIIB and stakeholders. PMU will establish 

internal procedures such as communication, level of authority, flow of documents, payment 

procedures, internal audit. Detailed tasks shall be assigned to the individual or the team 

responsible with the specific duties during the project implementation. Main risk associated 

with implementation of the project shall be evaluated and main remedies or mitigation measures 

as well as parties responsible with their enforcement will be identified. 
 

4.1 Working Mechanism for Project Components 1:  

 

Implementation of Mitigation Measures, including field investigations, detailed designs, 

construction and supervision/ management of construction activities for all 147 priority 

sites. 

31. The project consists of 147 identified sites prone to landslides, which will be 

implemented in two phases. The Phase one (Phase I) will consist of 27 critical sites and Phase 

two (Phase II) will include remaining 120 sites. The Phase II includes 10 sites under 

jurisdiction of Road Development Authority, 20 sites under jurisdiction of Sri Lanka Railway 

Department (SLRD) and balance of 90 sites are either other government owned or private 

owned lands those identified and shortlisted by NBRO based on the level of vulnerability of 

the landslides. 
 

32. Working mechanism for landslide mitigation works of 147 sites 

 

i. Selection of Sites and identification of conceptual Designs for mitigation works; 

Identification of landslides and evaluating of geological conditions of unstable slopes in 

27 sites under phase 1 and 120 sites under phase 2 shall be carried out by the NBRO 

with close association with relevant district and divisional secretaries of Badulla, 

Kandy, Matale, Kegalla, Rathnapura, Nuwara Eliya, Kalutara, Galle, Matara, 

Hambantota and Kurunegala districts. 

Due to complex geological setup & complicated in nature and often changing with 

climatic changes, selected sites will subject to further adjustment. Any changes shall be 

subject to AIIB clearance. 

ii. Carrying out geological mapping, stereographic analyses and geophysical surveys where 

necessary: 

This task involves the demarcation of landslide boundary with landslide features 

(tension cracks, subsidence, upheaves, axis of the landslide, springs, seepages etc.), 

establishing of surface hydrogeological condition,  carrying out geological observations 

(strike, dip, foliation, weathering conditions, bedrock exposures as well as rock 

boulders etc.), geological structures (joints, fault zones, lineation, dip slope, escarpment 

slope etc.), lithological conditions (colluvium, residual, filling etc.) for the 120 sites and 

carrying out all necessary geophysical surveys including resistivity surveys and GPR 

surveys. 
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iii. Carrying out geotechnical surveys  

This includes Borehole Investigation (SPT & Continuous Sampling), collecting of 

disturbed soil samples from the boreholes, collecting Undisturbed Samples,  Rock 

Sampling, Standard Penetration Test, Measuring of ground water level, Photographing, 

Laboratory Testing,  Carrying out instrumentation and monitoring works etc. as 

required in accordance to the site conditions 

iv. Preparation of Topography and Contour Map, and cross sections for landslides  

Topographical survey shall be carried out for the project site to provide information for 

the engineer to carry out detailed and accurate assessment on earthwork volume, 

potential stability issues, slope strengthening options and etc. The topographical survey 

works shall include topography and contour maps (spot heights must be taken as 

closely as possible to prepare 1.00 m spacing contours) of 1:200 or bigger (1:100 or 

1:50 depending on the extent of the site) showing all ground features such as slope 

breaking points, cracks and their vertical and horizontal displacements, subsidence and 

other irregularities, valleys, streams, water bodies and springs, and roads, houses and 

other structures etc. Survey details shall be referred to the co-ordinate system of 

SLD99. 

Accurate cross sections indicating all the ground variations such as slope breaking 

points, cracks and their vertical and horizontal displacements, subsidence and other 

irregularities, valleys, streams, water bodies and springs, and roads, houses and other 

structures etc.  

Signs of erosion especially gullies > 0.5m depth shall be shown in the survey 

Drawings. It should include the length, width and depth of gullies. 

Cross sections taken as 10m intervals and each section should include sufficient 

number of spot heights to represent the actual ground. All spots heights shall include 

x,y,z co-ordinates (by level or TS. 

v. Carrying out Cost-Benefit Analysis for 147 sites:  

Cost-Benefit analysis (CBA) is a systematic approach to estimate the strength and 

weaknesses of alternatives and it is used to determine options that provide the best 

approach to achieve benefits while preserving savings.  

 

The following tasks shall be completed by NBRO 

a) Task 01 – Conducted Drone Survey for 147 sites  

This includes taken Ariel Drone imagery in the field and data analysis using image 

processing software.  

b) Task 02 – Detail Cost-Benefit Analysis for 147 sites. 

This includes; Calculation of cost, Detailing the benefits, Analysis the Cost and 

Benefits, Drawing the recommendations 
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Based on the extensive amount of studies carried out for above 50 sites to draw 

intelligent assumptions, the Cost-Benefit Analysis for other 97 sites will be carried out 

by NBRO. 

vi. Preparation of Environmental and Social Management Framework (ESMF) and Site 

Specific Environmental, Social Management and Health and Safety for 147 sites: 

NBRO has carried out social and environmental appraisals for 27 sites and published an 

ESMF for the overall implementation of the Project and advertised in NBRO and AIIB 

websites which is now open for public reviewing in all three national languages ( 

www.nbro.gov.lk ). 

The environmental and social management framework (ESMF) provides a guide for 

application of AIIB safeguards and national environmental and social mandates during 

the implementation of project actions. The project implementing agency is expected to 

ensure implementation of environmental and social management plans prepared under 

the ESMF during phase 1& phase 2 of project implementation so that the project 

impacts on the environment and community are minimum. 

ESMF includes conducting of site specific environmental and social assessments and 

preparation of Site Specific Environmental and Social Management Plans. During the 

scoping exercise, it was revealed that the environmental & social setting, and health & 

safety conditions are more site specific, and require to be addressed specific to site 

conditions. Therefore, the ESMF has recommended a site specific environmental and 

social assessments followed by Site Specific Environmental and Social Management 

Plans (SSE & SMP) for each site. The SSE & SMP gives planning, design, construction 

and operation phase environmental, social, and health & safety management measures to 

be considered in the project implementation.  

The ESMF is based on the relevant existing national policies, legislation, regulations and 

guidelines and on the Environmental and Social Framework and standards of the AIIB. 

Preparing a Social Management and Resettlement Action Plan (SMRAP): This 

work includes preparation of a SMRAP, collecting information on the 

household/property to the relevant authority, and supervise implementation of land 

acquisition and compensation according to SMRAP.  
 

vii. Geotechnical Engineering Designing of Mitigation Works  

Economically, technically, socially and environmentally appropriate detailed designs 

will be prepared for the 120 sites based on investigation and monitoring work for the 

Client‘s approval. The design standards which will be adhered to design works are as 

follows: 

All the field and laboratory testing will be carried out in accordance with the following 

specifications. 

BS 5930:1995  British Standards for Site Investigation 

BS 1377:1990  British Standards for Field & laboratory testing 

BS 8002:1994                British Standards for Retaining wall analysis & design 

Hong Kong Geoguide 7  Soil nail design & construction 
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Based on the initial visual observations and descriptions of the 120 sites as per the TOR, 

the detailed design works will be categorized into the following mitigation measure 

types, 

1. Designing of retaining structures such as gabion, reinforced concrete walls, toe 

walls, embankments etc.  

2. Designing of reinforcement of unstable cut slopes with the help of soil nailing, 

shotcreting, crib walls etc. 

3. Designing of surface and subsurface drains such as cut off drains, diversion 

drains, cascade drains, horizontal gravity drains, pumping wells, drainage wells 

etc.   

4. Designing of adequate geotechnical model to rectify the subsidence. 

    

Rectification of Cut Slopes Failures: If the height of the exposed slope left behind the 

failure is relatively high and is unstable, it is necessary to enhance the stability of the 

slope. In case if cutting back to a stable slope profile is not viable due to unavailability 

of the space at the crest region, the most appropriate method to restore stability of the 

slope is soil nailing. Surface and sub-surface drainage measures will be applied to 

minimize infiltration and rapid dissipation of any pore water pressures developed due to 

infiltration. Cutting back of the slope will be done to a limited extent to economize the 

soil nailing arrangement required. 

Soil Overburden deposit of the investigated site: Considering the geological, 

geotechnical and geomorphological variations of the terrain, undisturbed soil samples 

will be collected from crown of the failed location of the exposed cut slope for 

identification of the soil type and to determine existing soil strength parameters. In this 

regard, several laboratory tests will be involved such as mainly Consolidated Undrained 

Triaxial Test (CU), Direct Shear Test together with the necessary Index Property testing, 

which will be carried out as per the BS 1377 -1991 code.  The effective shear strength 

parameters are assigned based on the results of the direct shear test or CU. 

Stability Analysis: Plan view of the existing site will be drawn by details obtained from 

drone surveying and site topographical surveying. Consequently, critical cross sections 

will be taken for analyzing of the existing slope stability and the modified slope stability. 

The critical cross sections will be determined by considering existing morphology and 

surrounding structures. Stability analysis will be performed using the cross section 

developed from the survey map in different scenarios relevant to the existing site 

condition. Geo-slope SLOPEW software will be used to carry out the slope stability 

analysis.  

Stability analysis will be carried out considering the different scenarios, slope as it is, 

reshaping, reshaping with berms until the required factor of safety with critical failure 

surface is reached not only considering the site condition but also based on the 

laboratory test results and hydrological condition encountered at the site. 
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Soil Nailing Design to Rectify the Slope: The method of drilled and grouted nails is 

proposed for the construction. The drill holes are assumed to be with diameter of 110 

mm. The reinforcement inserted are taken to be 25 mm or 32 mm diameter tor steel bars 

in general depending on the situation of the particular location. 

To be the most effective rectification, the length of the soil nail and nailing arrangement 

should be decided in the analysis and the nails are to be oriented in a direction of 15
0
 

downward from the horizontal using the different trial arrangements of nailing until a 

satisfactory factor of safety is achieved. 

A factor of safety of 1.5 will be assigned for the pullout resistance of the nails. The 

factor of safety assigned for the tensile strength would be 2.0. It would be necessary to 

use sub surface drains to ensure that the ground water table will not rise above the 

assumed level (Toe region of the slope) even during the periods of prolonged heavy 

rainfall. The detailed layout of the soil nailing arrangement will be presented in 

construction drawings. 

Drainage Improvement with Surface and Sub-surface Drainage system: The 

landslides, slope failures and rock falls are triggered by excessive rainfalls. Hence 

provision of surface and subsurface drainage system is a major component of the 

proposal for rectification program.  

In the area of soil nailing, the surface would be covered with vegetation through wet 

seeding. As such, short drains of length around 2.0 m should be provided in a grid of 2m 

X 2 m to facilitate release of any water seeped into the slope. The detailed layout will be 

provided in construction drawings. 

In order to ensure stability of the slope during a period of heavy prolonged rainfall the 

rise of the ground water table should be controlled. The shot creating and short drains 

will be effective to a certain extent, but it is necessary to install long directional drains of 

length around 10m in the pattern prescribed in the drawings. 

Retaining wall construction: In order to ensure the factor of safety of a particular 

slope, sometime retaining walls will also have to be constructed. In this regard, gabion 

walls, reinforced concrete walls or rubble masonry wall will be selected. The selected 

option will be decided based on the result of stability analysis.   

Rectification of Landslides: Within the 120 sites, 43 landslide/ debris flow locations 

have been identified that need to be rectified based on the results of geotechnical 

investigation, laboratory testing, instrumentation, monitoring and detailed engineering 

design.  

A detailed topographical survey will be required with the site investigation. Followed by 

the topographical survey completed, a detailed geotechnical investigation is required to 

establish proper profiles of the landslide mass. Identification of slip surfaces and 

subsurface geotechnical formation and interpretation of failure mechanism will be 

done with the use of results of detailed geotechnical investigation. Followed by the 
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outcome of the same an investigation will be done leading for monitoring program. 

Results of the monitoring program will be used for landslide mitigation design.   

Conceptual designs will be prepared for the sites which require instrumentation and 

monitoring until the data are received so that detailed designs could be completed based 

on them. 

Rectification of Rock Fall Sites:When an unstable rock slope has to be mitigated with 

appropriate measures, proper identification of discontinuities, analysing them with the 

use of stereographic analysis is a must because most hard rocks and in many sandy soils 

and gravels, the cohesive and frictional properties of the materials are not significantly 

altered by the presence of water and hence, reduction in shear strength of these materials 

is due, almost entirely to the reduction of normal stress across failure surfaces.  

Consequently. It is water pressure rather than moisture content which is important in 

defining the strength characteristics of hard rocks, sands and gravels. 

In terms of the stability of slopes in these materials, the presence of a small volume of 

water at high pressure trapped within the rock mass is more important than a large 

volume of water discharging from a free draining aquifer.  

 

Sealing of most potential discontinuities, reinforcement of unstable rock fragments with 

bolting and/or anchoring, rock netting or fencing, providing rock collection trenches at 

the toe region of rock slope etc. would be required.  

 

Proper identification of rock discontinuities may not be that feasible due to difficult 

accessibility and therefore, drone survey will adapted in most of cases. 

viii. Prepare detailed designs drawings, design reports and other documents for each 

individual Contract Packages 

NBRO will prepare detailed design drawings for each site, design reports, specifications, 

preliminary estimates and other required documents for the 5 Contract Packages. The 

content of the design report will be as follows.  

a.) Executive Summary   

b.) Introduction and Location of the site 

c.) Preliminary investigation 

d.) Detailed investigation with geological and geotechnical data 

e.) Social and environmental justification for rectification 

f.) Selection of soil parameters and layers based on investigations 

g.) Assessment of the existing stability of the slope 

h.) Assessment of the stability improvement with proposed mitigation measures 

(selection of alternative is more appropriate) 

i.) Proposed mitigation measures 

j.) Monitoring of slope stability 

k.) Conclusion 
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ix. Procurement Process  

Civil Works 

Prepare Tender Documents; Announce the advertisement  for international or national 

Tendering after obtaining approval from relevant TECs, Procurement Committees and 

no objection from AIIB; Conducting pre- Tender meeting; Tender closing & Opening of 

Tenders; Evaluate the lowest tender price that, finalize TEC Reports, obtaining 

necessary recommendation from Technical Evaluation Committees, obtaining approval 

from relevant  Procurement Committees and obtaining AIIB concurrence in proceeding 

of selection of Contractors. 

 

Issue an awarding letter; Sign the contract with the selected contractor; Site handing 

over; Construction the work according to the contract document; Completion of 

Construction Works; Taking over the site; Defect liability period as indicated in the 

contract document; Final handing over; Closing the project report.   
 

Selection of Consultancy Firms for Construction Supervision & Contract Administration  

 

Preparation of TOR and REOI and obtaining approval from relevant Consultancy 

Procurement Committees, obtaining approval from AIIB; shortlisting; preparation and 

issuing of RFP for shortlisted consultants after obtaining approval from Procurement 

Committees and AIIB; Conducting pre- proposal meeting; closing & Opening of 

Proposals; Evaluation of the consultant proposal; select one consultancy firm and 

obtaining  approval from relevant Consultant Procurement Committee; Obtaining  No. 

objection from AIIB; 

 

Issue an awarding letter; Sign the contract with the selected consultant; Construction 

Supervision & Contract Administration of Civil Works Contracts through selected 

Consultancy Firms according to the contract document; Issuing 

recommendation/certification of practical Completion of Construction Works to the 

Engineer; Supervision during Defect liability period as indicated in the contract 

document; Issuing recommendation/certification of Final handing over. 

Construction Supervision & Contract Administration  

 

33. Construction works of 147 sites shall be carried out by selected Contractors and 

construction supervision and contract administration shall be carried out through selected 

Consulting Firms;  

 

34. The Supervision Consultants are expected to manage the Phase I & II Civil Work Contracts 

(147 sites) under Team Leaders who shall responsible for delivering the entire assignment under 

one consultancy contract for all sites. 

 

35. The Consultant shall fulfill, to the highest professional standards, the role of the 

Engineer‘s Representative to supervise the construction of the Works and ensure that they are 

executed in accordance with the Conditions of Contract, Specifications and Contract Drawings 

or any amendments thereto; and to ensure that the Works are within the Contract Price and 

Contract Period allowed under the Contract or any agreed amendments thereto 
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36. The CS&CAC will be headed by a Team Leader and will be staffed with a Senior Project 

Engineer, Contract Specialist, Design and Contract Engineer, Senior Geologist, Senior 

Geotechnical Engineer, Environmental and Social Specialist, Health and Safety Specialist, 

QA/QC Engineer, and Site Engineers. 

 

37. The Consultancy Scope of Services 

 

a) General 

 

38. The Consultant will be appointed as the Engineer‘s Representative in accordance with the 

supervision of Civil Work Contracts and shall provide services including but not limited to the 

following: 

 

i. Recommend to the Engineer for necessary instructions for commencement, possession of 

site and initial submissions required by the Civil Work Contracts; 

ii.  If any discrepancy between the design and existing site conditions are found the 

Consultant shall notify that to the Engineer immediately.  This assignment shall be carried 

out as soon as possible before the physical construction activities are carried out;  

iii. Prepare for implementation of supervision activities and apply a comprehensive and 

documented quality assurance framework; 

iv. Supervise the work contracts at the role of the ―Engineer‘s Representative‖ as described in 

the Conditions of Contract by deploying approved, qualified and experienced staff; 

v. Carry out necessary assessments, monitoring and management of occupational health and 

safety measures, management of environmental and social impacts and compliance with the 

applicable laws and regulations as part of the implementation of Environmental and Social 

Management Action Plans; 

vi. Monitor and report on all aspects of the work Contracts, during the supervision stage; 

vii. Carry out all required measurement, validation, verification and recommend contractor‘s all 

payment applications to the Engineer for payments; 

viii. Advise, assist and support the Engineer in contract monitoring, reporting and financial 

management and all other aspects relating to proper management of the contract; 

ix. Review the Contractor‘s work program and working drawings and issue necessary 

comments and advise the Engineer accordingly; 

x. Review and recommend for approval of insurance policies, Bank securities and other initial 

contractual documents submitted by the Contractor; 

 Prepare monthly, quarterly progress and completion reports; and 

 All other objectives reasonably relating to successful execution of the construction 

supervision. 

 

b) Works Supervision 

39. The Consultant shall be fully responsible for site supervision of the construction until 

the Civil Works Contract/s are completed and during the Defects Notification Period (DNP). 

The responsibilities of the Consultant will include the services listed below, but not limited to: 
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i. Prepare and submit a Project Quality Assurance Management Manual (PQAMM) for 

approval of the Engineer and the financing agency.  

ii. Make sure that all information is available and the documents and materials are sufficient 

for   timely and orderly execution and completion of the Works by the Contractor. 

iii. Liaise where necessary with the Engineer and the other stakeholders in addressing issues 

that are directly or indirectly affecting the project and its vicinity. 

iv. Identify and locate beacons and benchmarks, including field checks to confirm integrity of 

survey data so as to enable the Contractor subsequently set-out and execute the Works. 

v. Ensure the contractor and any subcontractors follow best-practice in regard to the health 

and safety of the workers and staff, and ensure they comply national ESHS legislation, with 

the requirements of the Environmental and Social Management Framework (ESMF), the 

Social Management and Resettlement Planning Framework (SMRPF) and with the 

Environmental and Social Management Plans (ESMPs) prepared for each site. 

vi. Assign experienced and qualified staff and replace any key professional (if needed) for this 

assignment, provided obtaining of prior approval for all staff and their timing for 

mobilization. If the Consultant intends to assign any discipline above the age of 65 years, at 

the time of mobilizing to this assignment the Consultant shall provide a medical certificate 

of fitness of such employee from a reputed medical institute of the Employee‘s country to 

the approval of the Employer.  

vii. Assess any proposals for modifications in design documents or construction details (if 

submitted by the Contractor) which may be reasonable and recommend to the Engineer for 

approval. 

viii. Review and recommend for approval of detailed additional working drawings showing the 

construction layouts, concrete formwork placement details, bar bending schedules, etc. 

which may be submitted by the Contractor.  

ix. Carry out inspection of all working areas during the execution of the Work, inspect 

manufactured items installation and carry out test on materials and equipment in factories 

and laboratories to ensure that all conform to the agreed specifications and shall issue 

relevant certificates of conformity. 

x. Carry out tests on soils, materials and operations required to ascertain that the Work is in 

compliance with the specifications and assure the quality. 

xi.  Ensure that the Contractor complies with sizes and dimensions shown on the detailed 

designs and associated working drawings and identify any discrepancies in advance to the 

constructions. 

xii. Ensure that the utilization of materials by the Contractor are in conformity with the 

specifications. 

xiii.  Ensure the Contractor is adhered to drawings, specifications and any other details given in 

the Contract. 

xiv. Check and approve all arrangements made during the construction so that traffic flow on 

existing roads, safety of the workers, third party personnel or properties are not unduly 

interrupted. 

xv. Issue site instructions and review Contractor‘s request for Variation orders and day works 

orders as appropriate. 
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xvi. Inform the Engineer of any problem which has arisen or might arise in connection with the 

contract and make recommendations for solving the same in a timely manner. 

xvii. Ensure that all contractual claims raised by the Contractor are analyzed fully and a 

comprehensive claim(s) report in two (2) copies containing the Consultant‘s analysis and 

recommendations is prepared and submitted timely to the Engineer for his consideration. 

xviii. Assist the Engineer in any dispute that may arise with the contractor and give firm opinion 

on any claim, which the Contractor may put forward, by drawing up a report including 

elements on which the judgment is based. 

xix. Prepare reports and provide assistance, give necessary instructions to the Contractor and 

assist the Engineer as necessary and as required, for the resolution of disputes through 

Dispute Adjudication Board, Amicable settlement or Arbitration. 

xx. Prepare and submit an Inception Report, at the beginning of the Work commencement and 

thereafter Monthly Progress Reports to be submitted at the end of every month. 

xxi. Conduct monthly Site progress meetings, which are to be attended by Consultant, 

Contractor‘s Representative; attending and making presentations on progress at the project 

coordinating committee meetings and other similar progress reviews and prepare minutes 

of meeting of them and also to attend any actions thereof in time. 

xxii. Prepare and recommend Interim Payment Certificates, Final Payment Certificate/ final 

accounts, Taking Over Certificate and Performance Certificate, to the timing and in 

compliance to the applicable Contract Conditions, for the Engineer‘s approval. 

xxiii. Ensure handing over of As-built drawings, records, any assets belonging to the Employer 

and Maintenance Manuals at the end of each Civil Works Contract. 

xxiv. Prepare a Project Completion Report at the end of the project and submit to the Engineer. 

xxv. Ensure   the   Contractor   complies   with   safety   mitigation measures related to site, 

roads, general public, third party property, archeological property and like as stated in the 

contract document. 

xxvi. The Consultants shall supervise the remaining and outstanding works contained in agreed 

―snag list of defects‖ including the administrative aspects of the works during the Defects 

Notification Period. During this period, the Consultant shall also draw the attention of the 

Contractor to any defects as soon as such defects are noticed on the finished construction 

and the Consultant shall supervise the subsequent remedial works.   

xxvii. In addition to above, the Consultant shall report and submit necessary detail particulars to 

the Engineer on all matters pertaining to this Contract as given and described in the TOR. 

        TOR for CS&CAC for phase -1 of RLVMMP is given in Appendix 4. 
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40. The responsibilities of parties to the Project will be as follows: 
 

 Table 13 – Responsibilities of Parties to the Project for Component 1 

 

Table 14: Responsibilities of Parties to each Activities  

Activity Responsible Party 

Selection of 147 sites, geological mapping, 

stereographic analyses and geophysical surveys where 

necessary and preparation of conceptual reports   

Director, Human Settlements Planning and Training 

Division of NBRO 

 

Geotechnical Surveys, Preparation of Topography and 

Contour Map, and cross sections for landslides, 

Preparation of detailed design drawings, design 

reports, preliminary cost estimates and other 

documents for each individual Contract Packages 

Director, Geotechnical Engineering Division of 

NBRO 

 

Carrying out of Cost-Benefit Analysis for 147 sites Director, Human Settlements Planning and Training 

Division 

 

Preparation of Environmental and Social Management 

Framework (ESMF) and Site Specific Environmental, 

Social Management and Health and Safety for 147 

sites 

Director, Environmental Studies and Services 

Division and Director, Human Settlements Planning 

and Training Division 

 

Preparation of Tender Documents for civil works, 

Preparation of TOR, REOI & RFP for selection of 

Consultants for 147 sites, Documentary works for 

establishment of TECs and Procurement Committees, 

Carrying out of procurement process from Invitation 

of tenders to awarding the contracts including pre-

Tender meetings, finalising meeting minutes, 

obtaining approval from relevant TECs and 

Procurement Committees, etc. until the establishment 

of the PMU. 

Director, Project Management Division 

 

 

 

Party Responsibility 

MPADM&REA (Ministry of Public 

Administration, Disaster Management & 

Rural Economic Affairs) 

The Executing Agency. / 

The Employer. 

NBRO (National Building Research 

Organization), through its Director of PMU 

(Project Management Unit)  

Investigation, Design, Procurement Consultant for147 sites. 

The Implementing Agency and the Engineer under the Contract 

for Civil Works. 

Supervision Consultant Full time, day to day site supervision and contract 

administration work of construction of 27 sites, being the 

Engineer‘s Representative in accordance with the Contract for 

Civil Works and the health and safety and environmental and 

social measures set out in the Environmental and Social 

Management Plans for each site. 

Contractors Construction and remedying any defects therein under the 

Contract for Civil Works  
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4.2 Component 2: Enhancement of Policy, Standards and Institutional Capacity 

 

 Selection of Consultancy Firms for 03 Consultancy Packages 

 

41. Preparation of TOR and REOI and obtaining approval from relevant Consultancy 

Procurement Committees, obtaining approval from AIIB; shortlisting; preparation and issuing 

of RFP for shortlisted consultants after obtaining approval from Procurement Committees and 

AIIB; Conducting pre- proposal meeting; closing & Opening of Proposals; Evaluation of the 

consultant proposal; select one consultancy firm and obtaining  approval from relevant 

Consultant Procurement Committee; Obtaining  no-objection from AIIB; 

 

42. Issue an awarding letter; Sign the contract with the selected consultant; through selected 

Consultancy Firms according to the contract document; Formulation of Policy, Standards and 

Regulatory Framework under Component 2; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Establishment of PMU and recruitment of staff to 

the PMU in accordance to the government 

procedures 

Director General and Director Administration of NBRO 

All procurement actions and project delivery 

strategy planning, overall implementation including 

supervision of Consultants, interact with AIIB and 

obtaining no objection from the AIIB at the various 

stages of the project. 

 

 

Project Director, PMU 

Supervision and Contract Administration of 147 

sites during the construction period and the defect 

liability period 

Phase 1 

27 sites – Consultancy Firm-1; 

Phase 2 

29 Sites – Consultancy Firm -2; 

36 Sites – Consultancy Firm -3 

35 Sites – Consultancy Firm -4 

20 Sites – Consultancy Firm -5 

Construction Works of 147 sites and rectification 

of defects during the defect liability period. 
Phase 1 

Package 1 (04 Sites) – Contractor- 1 

Package 2 (07 Sites) – Contractor- 2 

Package 3 (03 Sites) – Contractor- 3 

Package 4 (13 Sites) – Contractor- 4 

 

Phase 2 

Package 5 (29 Sites)–  Contractor - 5 

Package 6 (36 Sites) – Contractor- 6 

Package 7 (35 Sites) – Contractor -7 

Package 8 (20 Sites) - Contractor - 8 
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43. The general responsibilities of parties to the component 2 of the Project: 

      

  Table 15 - Responsibilities of Parties to the Project for Component  

 

Table 16 - Responsibilities of Parties to the Project for Component 

 

Party Responsibility 

MPADM&REA(Ministry of Public 

Administration, Disaster Management & Rural 

Economic Affairs) 

The Executing Agency. /The Employer. 

NBRO (National Building Research 

Organization), through its Director of PMU 

(Project Management Unit)  

The Implementing Agency  

 Consultant Full time, for execution of services in 

accordance with the Contract for providing 

technical services under 03 Consultancy 

packages 

Activity Responsibility 
Preparation of TOR, REOI & RFP for selection of 

Consultants for component 2, Documentary works 

for establishment of TECs and Procurement 

Committees, carrying out of procurement process 

from Invitation of Expression of Interests to 

awarding the contracts including pre-proposal 

meetings, finalising meeting minutes, obtaining 

approval from relevant Consultancy Procurement 

Committees, etc.  

Project Director, PMU 

Review of relevant policies, laws, institutional 

arrangement and existing mandatory provisions, and 

the development of policy recommendations to 

strengthen the regulatory mechanisms and enhance 

inter-agency coordination for Landslide Risk 

Management. 

Consultancy Firm 6 

Consultancy Services for Standardization of 

mechanisms for the assessment of landslide 

risk, building permits and development control, 

the preparation of engineering design standards 

and recommendations for appropriate policies 

and standards for environmental and social 

safeguards, including landslide-induced 

resettlement. 

Consultancy Firm 7 

Enhancement of knowledge and capacity 

building for the Implementing Agency, 

including training and overseas studies, and the 

development of a landslide data management 

system. 

Consultancy Firm 8 
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4.3 Component 3: Provision of Essential Facilities and Laboratory Equipment 

 

44. Working Mechanism for Supply of Goods: Prepare Tender Documents for supply of 

goods under component 2; Announce the advertisement  for international or national Tendering 

after obtaining approval from relevant TECs, Procurement Committees and no objection from 

AIIB; Conducting pre- Tender meeting; Tender closing & Opening of Tenders; Evaluate the 

lowest tender price that, finalize TEC Reports, obtaining necessary recommendation from 

Technical Evaluation Committees, obtaining approval from relevant  Procurement Committees 

and obtaining AIIB concurrence in proceeding of selection of Suppliers. 

 

45. Issue an awarding letter; Sign the contract with the selected suppliers; Issue advance 

payment. Receiving goods as per Contract Document; Inspect and test the goods upon arrival 

at NBRO. 

4.4 Component 4: Technical Support and Project Management 

46. This component would provide support for Project implementation and management. It 

would finance project operating cost, including: salaries of the PMU, space, office facilities, 

equipment, transport and software for the PMU office and operating, and the other consultancy 

and advisory service. This component would also provide Project Monitoring support, 

comprising the development of web-based program; technical/financial review/audit by third 

party institution; and project monitoring and evaluation. 
 

47. Working Mechanism for component 4:Establishment of PMU to comply with the 

approved cadre of Management Services; Establishment of office  and procurement of office 

facilities such as furniture and equipment; Procurement of vehicles for PMU staff and 

maintaining the vehicles throughout the project period; Selection of contractors and 

Consultants for component 1 & 2 of this project and manage the milestone activities during the 

life of the project ; procurement of Consulting firm for development of web based programme; 

Selection of suitable firm /institution for technical auditing, project monitoring and evaluation. 

 

48. Milestone Activities of PMU: 

a)  Works and Goods Contracts: Request for appointment of TECs & Procurement 

Committees, Preparation of Tender documents, invitation for Tenders, Tender Evaluation 

through committees and selection of suitable Contractors, obtaining no objection of AIIB, 

issue of awarding letters, signing of contract agreement, handing over of sites, manage 

the works through selected consultants during construction and defect liability period, 

interact with AIIB and obtaining no objection during the procurement and construction 

period  at different stages, coordinate works for taking over the sites, closing of project; 

b) Selection of Consultants:   

Request for appointment of Procurement Committees, Preparation of TOR, REOI, RFP, 

invitation for RFP, Technical and Financial evaluation and selection of suitable 

Consultants through committees, obtaining no objection from AIIB at the various 

stages of the project, issue of awarding letters, Signing of Contract Agreement, 

Obtaining of services from Consultants as per contract Document 
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5. PROJECT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM AND WORK FLOW 

5.1 Project Preparation, Government Procedure/AIIB Procedure 

49. The project proposal was prepared by the NBRO and appraised by Department of 

National Planning and then approval of the Cabinet Ministers. Afterwards initial clearance was 

obtained from the following Departments of GOSL: 

  Funding – Department of External Resources; 

  Budgetary Provision – Department of National Budget; 

  Creation of Carder – Department of Management Services 

 

50. Project Delivery Strategy, Procurement Plan and Project Document are elaborated in the 

design phase, after which the appraisal phase leads to a Final Project Document, ready for 

formal project agreement, followed by tendering and contracting. Project Implementation 

Manual shall be prepared and deviations will be decided on a case by case basis in order to 

keep flexibility in the preparation process.  

 

Figure 2:  Project Preparation steps  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Project Readiness Activities 

 

51. Project readiness activities are being undertaken by the NBRO with the assistance of 

MPADM&REA. Accordingly, selection of landslide sites, Investigation, designing of 

mitigation measures, procurement will be done by the NBRO for critical 147 sites. Further, 

Project Management Unit will be established and required core staff will be recruited. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Project Idea in 

pipeline 

Project Proposal 

and approval 

from AIIB & 

GOSL 

 

Project Design and 

Project appraisal 

Formal Agreement 

with AIIB & GOSL 

Procurement 

Process 

Project 

Implementation 
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 Table 17 – Responsibilities on Project Readiness Activities 

 
52. Cadre management and remuneration management of the Project shall be carried out in 

accordance to the Management Services Circular Number 01/2019 issued by Department of 

Management Services, Ministry of Finance. 

 

  The Project Steering Committee (PSC) 

53. PSC will direct the Project, monitor its activities and outputs, guide the PMU, and 

coordinate and liaise with other government agencies and departments. The PSC shall meet 

necessary, but not less than once a quarter. 

5.2 Project Implementation  

 

54. The executing Agency for the project shall be the MPADM&REA who shall be 

responsible for the overall carrying out the Project. Project Implementation shall be carried out 

by the NBRO through PMU and project implementation matrix is given below: 

 

Table 18: Project Implementation Matrix: 
 Component and Activity Lead 1 Lead 2 Admin. 

Action 

Concurrence 

1 Component 1: Implementation of 

Mitigation Measures, including 

field investigations, detailed 

designs, construction and 

supervision/ management of 

construction activities for all 147 

priority sites. 

    

 Selection of 147 sites MPADM&REA NBRO NBRO AIIB 
 Project readiness Activities  MPADM&REA NBRO NBRO AIIB 
 Recruitment of Project Director and 

PMU staff 

 

MPADM&REA, 

MOF 

 

NBRO NBRO  

Item Activity Responsibility 

1 Selection of 147 sites NBRO 

2 Investigation, Designing and Procurement of 147 sites NBRO 

3 Obtaining necessary approval from the Cabinet and other 

relevant Departments for establishment of PMU 

NBRO, 

MPADM&REA 

4 Establishment of PMU and assignment of core staff for 

PMU 

 

NBRO, 

MPADM&REA 

5 Appointment of required Committees              

(Procurement Committees and Technical Evaluation 

Committees) for procurement process. 

NBRO, 

MPADM&REA 

6 Selection of Consultants for phase 1 and phase 2 of this 

project. 

NBRO, 

MPADM&REA, AIIB 

7 Loan signing ERD of Ministry of 

Finance, AIIB 
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 Investigation & Designs of civil 

work of 147 sites  
NBRO   AIIB 

 Preparation of Specifications, BOQs 

for civil works contracts of 147 sites 
NBRO    

 Preparation of Tender Document 

and Procurement of 147 sites 
MPADM&REA NBRO PMU AIIB 

 Procurement of Consultant Firms for 

Contract Administration & 

Construction Supervision  

MPADM&REA NBRO PMU AIIB 

 Construction Supervision & 

Contract Administration 
MPADM&REA NBRO PMU AIIB 

 Monitoring & Reporting to AIIB PMU  PMU AIIB 
      
2 Component 2:     
 Procurement of Consultant Firms 

for Enhancement of Policy, 

Standards and Institutional Capacity 

MPADM&REA NBRO PMU AIIB 

 Implementation of component 2 

through selected Consultant Firms  
MPADM&REA NBRO PMU AIIB 

3 Component 3     
 Procurement of Essential field, 

laboratory, office and monitoring 

Equipment 

NBRO  NBRO & 

PMU 

AIIB 

4 Component 4:     
 Technical support and Project 

Management for component 1, 2 & 

3 

MPADM&REA NBRO PMU AIIB 

 

5.3 Major Loan Covenants 

55. The PMU will ensure that the project complies with the Project Loan and Project 

Administration covenants on a timely basis. A summary of the major loan covenants is 

attached as Appendix 3. 

5.4 Monitoring and Reporting  

56. Quarterly Progress Reports: The PMU will prepare quarterly reports on the progress of 

project implementation and submit them to AIIB and MPADM&REA within 30 days after 

each quarter. The reports will be in a format acceptable to AIIB and will indicate followings: 

i) Actual progress against scheduled targets; 

ii) States of performance indicators; 

iii) Problems encountered and actions taken to address them; 

iv) Compliance with project covenants; 

v) Proposed programme of activities for the following quarter. 
 

57. Web-based Monitoring System: In addition to the outsourced supervision of 

construction activities for the 147 sites by local and foreign consultants, a robust and 

transparent oversight system will be established. This will be based around a user-

friendly, web-based program to be developed and updated at weekly intervals to provide 

the client and AIIB with a real-time picture of project implementation at each site. Data 

will be aggregated at the package, district and project level.  
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58. Third party review and assurance (Technical Audit): 

In addition, one or more consulting firms will be engaged to provide a third-party validation mechanism 

for independent evaluation of the physical and financial implementation of the project. This additional 

level of scrutiny will provide assurance that the project is being implemented in a way that complies 

with the procurement, environmental, social and health and safety policies and standards agreed 

between the client and AIIB and to draw out lessons for potential improvements 

59. Pro Forma of the PMU‘s Project Progress Report is in Appendix 5, Framework and 

Guidelines in Calculating Project Progress is given in Appendix 6 and Progress Monitoring 

Appendix 7a to 7d. 

5.5 Contract Awards and Disbursement Projections 

60. PMU will prepare contract awards and disbursement projections for four quarterly 

stating in January of every year. A sample included in Appendix 8.  

5.6 Project Completion Report 

61. Within 3 months after project physical completion, the GOSL will submit to AIIB a 

project completion report describing project implementation, accomplishments, benefits, 

impacts, costs, and compliance with project covenants (formal agreement). 

5.7 Project Evaluation after Completion  

62.  A consulting firm will be engaged to provide a report on project evaluation after project 

physical completion. The report shall include review of existing project document, review and 

interviews with key staff of PMU, field visit for completion of landslide mitigation works & 

focus group discussions, discussions and interviews with participants of the project since its 

initiation, impact on beneficiaries and the community, key issues, lessons learned from past 

and recommendation; 

 

63. A rating shall be applied for different stages of the project from the project preparation 

to the completion for each component to the fulfillment of project objectives in following 

cases; 

 Bank Handling; 

 MPADM&REA, NBRO and PMU commitments; 

 Contractors & Consultants performance; 

 Fulfillment of Project Objectives; 

 Impact   
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6. PROCUREMENT MANUAL 

64. The Procurement Manual provides directions and procedures to be followed in carrying 

out procurement activities under RLVMMP. It explains in more detail how specific aspects of 

procurement should be handled in consisted with AIIB and GOSL procurement guidelines. 

Subsequent chapters of this manual deal with procurement planning stage to project 

implementation and contract administration. It is a living document and expected to be revised 

and updated as necessary with the concurrence of AIIB to incorporate the evolving needs of the 

Project. 

 

65. Project Delivery Strategy (PDS) which is a part of this Procurement Manuel includes 

detailed procurement plan of works, consultancy and goods contracts expected to be procured 

under RLVMMP. 

 

66. Details referring to Project Manual is given in Appendix B 
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7. QUALITY CONTROL 

67. This section establishes the quality management plan of the Implementing Agency 

regarding planning, managing, and controlling the project quality requirements.  It will be 

utilized to determine if project deliverables are being produced to an acceptable quality level 

and if the project processes used to manage and create the deliverables have been effective and 

properly applied.  

 

68. The Project Director is responsible for adhering to the quality management plan by 

delegating the specific responsibilities to QA/QC Engineer and other appropriate project staff. 

Throughout the project lifecycle, the effectiveness of the quality control and quality assurance 

management system shall be monitored by the QA/QC Engineer who shall recommend and 

implement improvements when and where required. 

7.1 Quality Management Scope 

69. The scope of this quality management plan spans across the entire project lifecycle from 

its initiation to closure. The stated quality policy will be applicable mainly for the Component 

1: Implementation of Mitigation Measure of 147 landslide-affected sites including defect 

notification process. It will further apply for Component 2 and 4. 

7.2 Quality Planning, Quality Assurance and Quality Control Measures 

70. Quality planning process identifies the quality requirements and standards for the project 

and its components while documenting how the project will demonstrate compliance to those 

requirements and standards. The expected quality requirements and standards across the 

Project components and the processes to be followed to comply with these requirements and 

standards are given in Appendix 9. 
 

7.3 Quality Assurance and Quality Control Responsibilities 

  Project Director 

71. The Project Director is ultimately responsible for all quality related functions including: 

 To create and maintain as necessary the team building among the project staff by 

exhibiting leadership and managerial skills 

 To be the designated point of contact for all quality management related matters arising 

within the project 

 Review the quality management process and ensure that appropriate remedial actions are 

taken where needed. 

 

  QA/QC Engineer 

72. QA/QC Engineer shall be responsible for following: 

1 The preparation and control of project quality system documentation prior to project 

commencement; 

2 Monitor the effectiveness of the project quality control and quality assurance 

management system. Recommend and implement improvements when required; 

3 Review and approve Contractor‘s Quality Control Plans/Inspection Test plans and 

procedures; 

4 Co-ordinate the implementation of certification assurance processes within the project for 

complying the Specifications and Standards of particular contract; 

5 Coordinate with management for quality improvements;  
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6 Coordinate all QA/QC activities with the site QA/QC Engineer and ensures the quality of 

the construction works comply with the approved specifications and standards; 

7 Track all nonconformance reports and provide expert inputs to Snr. Project Engineer, and 

his team to overcome & recommending Contractor‘s payments; 

8 Perform any other relevant duties as assigned by the Project Director- RLVMMP during 

construction and maintenance period of project. 

 

Technical Audit 

 

73. PMU shall take necessary action to appoint a third-party technical Audit Firm to cover 

the technical aspects of the Project acceptable to the AIIB and the Auditor- General. 

 

The Specific objectives of this Technical Audit are: 

 to provide a factual report on the works/services carried out by the Contractor for the 

works, the Consultant for the associated supervision, technical, Social, Environment 

health & safety, contractual and financial aspects, during the implementation of the 

project from design & procurement stages to the completion of the project. 

 to asses and report on the sound implementation of the project, technical, financial and 

contractual aspects of the works contract and on the associated supervision and to provide 

recommendations which contribute to the intended results of the project. 
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8. ENVIRONMENTAL & SOCIAL 

 

74. The Projects falls under the B category of Environmental and Social Category of the 

Bank. The PMU will be staffed with dedicated, qualified staff that have the necessary 

professional experience and proven expertise in environmental and social safeguards and 

health and safety aspects. The PMU will ensure that the project activities are carried out in 

compliance with national and Bank environmental, social and health and safety laws, 

regulations, policies and standards.  

 

75. The PMU will be responsible for implementing of the environmental, social, health and 

safety aspects of the project through selected Supervision & Contract Administration 

Consultancy Firms in accordance with the implementation mechanism set out in the 

Environmental & Social Implementation Manual which is given in Appendix D. These aspects 

are described in the Environmental & Social Implementation Manual under following 

headings; 

 

a) Environmental and Social Management Framework (ESMF); 

b) Social Management and Resettlement Planning Framework (SMRPF); 

c) Site Specific environmental and social assessments and preparation of site 

specific environmental and social management plans (SSE & SMP); 

d) Public and Stakeholder consultation; 

e) Approvals/ consents /clearances and agreements; 

f) Implementation of Environmental, Social Management Plans during 

construction; 

g) Staff arrangement for the implementation of environmental and social mandates; 
h) Environmental, Social, Health and Safety monitoring and reporting;  

i) Relevant environmental and social safeguard documents; 

j) Grievance Redress Mechanism (GRM); 

k) Contractors‘ code of conduct; 
l) Information Disclosure; 

m) Education and awareness for project staff.  
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APPENDIX -1(a)- Site Map for 147 sites  
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APPENDIX -1(b)- Site Map for 27 sites 
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APPENDIX -1(c)- Site Map for 100 

sites 
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APPENDIX -1(d)- Site Map for Railway 20 sites 
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List of 27 Sites  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

N E

1 Central Province Pack 04 Kandy District Gangawata korale Dangolla
Circular road, Jumma Masjid 

Avenue
7.267086 80.609611 7 houses and a road Potential

Highly potential location for slope failure, therefore preventive measures 

such as retaining walls, soil nailing, surface and subsurface drainage 

management should be introduced

2 Central Province Pack 04 Kandy District Kundasale Gonawala North Digana, Gonawala 7.302431 80.735572 12500 20 houses Potential

Highly potential location for  Landslide, therefore preventive measures 

such as retaining walls, soil nailing, reshaping, turfing, surface and 

subsurface drainage management should be introduced

3
Sabaragamuwa 

Province
Pack 02 Rathnapura District Ayagama Ayagama Ayagama town 6.640051 80.309547

8 Houses completely 

destroyed, other buildings and 

road under high risk for 

landslide

Happened

Landslide occurred in 2017, therefore preventive measures such as 

retaining walls, soil nailing, reshaing, turfing, surface and subsurface 

drainage management should be introduced to overall slope area located 

above the town.

4 Western Province Pack 02  Kalutara  District Bulathsinhala Niggaha
Pahiyangala Temple, 

Bulathsinhala
6.647163 80.21575 5000

Pahiyangala prehistoric site 

and temple premises
Potential

Slope instability and landslide occurred in 2017. Preventive measures

such as surface and subsurface drainage development should be

introduced

5
Sabaragamuwa 

Province
Pack 04 Kegalle  District Ruwanwella

(B445) Veyangoda - Ruwnwella 

Road
7.092124 80.167847 500

Veyangoda Ruwanwella Road  

and commuters
Potential

Cutting and slope failures occurred in 2017, therefore preventive 

measures such as retaining walls, soil nailing, reshaing,surface  drainage 

management should be introduced.

6 Western Province Pack 02  Kalutara  District Kaluthara 7270B, Welapura
Labour Department of Kaluthara 

(Kumarikanda)
6 34 59.01 79 57 52.34 600

Labour department office and 

kumarikanda temple
Potential

Cutting and slope failures occurred in 2017, therefore preventive

measures such as soil nailing, reshaping,surface drainage management

should be introduced.

7
North Western 

Province
Pack 04 Kurunegala  District Polgahawela Ganegoda South Polgahawela bus stand 7.336245 80.29958 bus stand Potential

Cutting failure occurred in 2017, therefore preventive measures such as 

retaining walls, reshaing, turfing, surface  drainage management should 

be introduced.

8
Sabaragamuwa 

Province
Pack 04 Kegalle  District Aranayaka Narangala

LHS of Aranayaka- Hulankapolla 

road
7.131971 80.43906 15000 18 houses and road uses Happened

Cutting and slope failure occurred in 2016, therefore preventive measures 

such as retaining walls, soil nailing, reshaing, turfing, surface  drainage 

management should be introduced.

9
Sabaragamuwa 

Province
Pack 04 Kegalle  District Bulathkohopitiya 60D, Puspane

Vilubahene,  In between 17\3 

and 17\4 culverts
7.1393042 80.3571727 25000 26 hoses and road uses Potential

Landslide initiated in  2016, therefore preventive measures such as 

retaining walls, reshaing, turfing, surface and subsurface drainage 

management should be introduced.

10
Sabaragamuwa 

Province
Pack 04 Kegalle  District Dehiovita Dikalla

(B093) Dehiovita-Deraniyagala-

Nooriya road, in between 5/11 

and 5/13 culvert 

6.9616423 80.29455093
08 houses and Dehiowita-

Nooriya road.
Happened/Potential

Cutting failure, slope failure and landslide threat exist, therefore 

preventive measures such as retaining walls, soil nailing, surface and 

subsurface drainage management should be introduced

11
Sabaragamuwa 

Province
Pack 04 Kegalle  District Kegalle 51G, Meepitiya RHS of Bypass road 7.245568 80.358211 2500

One house and bypass road 

user.
Happened

Cutting failures occurred in 2016 and 2017, therefore preventive measures 

such as soil nailing, retaining walls, reshaing, hydrosheeding or turfing, 

surface  drainage management should be introduced.

12 Western Province Pack 04 Colombo District Seethawaka Kaluaggala Kaluaggala 7.163289 80.502222 10000 16 houses Potential

Landslide initiated in 2016 and further highly potential location for  

Landslide, therefore preventive measures such as toe walls, reshaping, 

turfing, surface and subsurface drainage management should be 

introduced

13
Sabaragamuwa 

Province
Pack 02 Rathnapura District Kalawana Kalawana Kalawana  Town 6.530603 80.389833 46,700

Fully damaged buildings:03 

Number of buildings at a risk
Happened

Cutting and slope failures occurred in 2017, therefore preventive 

measures such as retaining walls, reshaing, turfing, surface  drainage 

management should be introduced.

14
Sabaragamuwa 

Province
Pack 02 Rathnapura District Kalawana Kalawana Kalawana Gamini Central college 6.520075 80.393408 900

3  buildings and road  are at a 

risk
Potential

Highly potential location for slope failure, therefore preventive measures 

such as retaining walls, soil nailing, surface and subsurface drainage 

management should be introduced

15
Sabaragamuwa 

Province
Pack 01 Rathnapura District Nivithigala Peboutuwa 1

Thiriwanaketiya - Agalawatta 

Road, In between culvert 

No.26/9and 26/10

6.530833 80.447768 30000
Thiriwanaketiya - Agalawatta 

Road
Happened

Cutting and slope failure occurred in 2017, therefore preventive measures 

such as soil nailing, retaining walls, reshaing, turfing, surface  drainage 

management should be introduced.

15
Sabaragamuwa 

Province
Pack 01 Rathnapura District Nivithigala Peboutuwa 2

Thiriwanaketiya - Agalawatta 

Road, In between culvert 

No.26/9and 26/10

6.530833 80.447768 30000
Thiriwanaketiya - Agalawatta 

Road
Happened

Cutting and slope failure occurred in 2017, therefore preventive measures 

such as soil nailing, retaining walls, reshaing, turfing, surface  drainage 

management should be introduced.

Status
GPS

Village/Location Average area (m
2
)

Potential damage (No. of 

Houses, Facilities etc)
 Site No Province

Package No. 

(Pro)
District DS GN Remarks

APPENDIX -2a – List of  27 sites 
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17
Sabaragamuwa 

Province
Pack 01 Rathnapura District Ratnapura Durekkanda Durrekkanda 6.707202 80.46518 40000 25 houses Happened

Cutting and slope failures occurred in 2017, therefore preventive 

measures such as soil nailing, retaining walls, reshaing, turfing, surface  

drainage management should be introduced.

18
Sabaragamuwa 

Province
Pack 01 Rathnapura District Ratnapura Galabada Galabada 6.70755556 80.46694444 20000 10 houses Happened

Cutting and slope failures occurred in 2017, therefore preventive 

measures such as soil nailing, retaining walls, reshaing, turfing, surface  

drainage management should be introduced.

19 Southern Province Pack 03 Matara  District Akurassa Nimalawa Semidel gowipala kanda 6.052621 80.45272 Acer 28-50 91 Houses Potential

Highly potential location for rock fall, therefore preventive measures such 

as rock fence,  proper surface drainage system and reforestation should 

be introduced.

20
Sabaragamuwa 

Province
Pack 04 Kegalle  District Kegalle Ranwala Kegalle Court Complex 7.254802 80.340383

Court complex buildings and 

Siyabalapitiya - Kegalle road.
Potential

Cutting failure, slope failure and rock fall threat exist, therefore 

preventive measures such as retaining walls, soil nailing and surface 

drainage management should be introduced

21 Southern Province Pack 03 Matara  District Pitabeddara Rambukana west
Galle-Madampe road at 57/4 

culvert 
6.24007 80.48867  4 houses and the road Happened

Cutting and slope failure occurred in 2017, therefore preventive measures 

such as soil nailing, retaining walls, reshaing, turfing, surface  drainage 

management should be introduced.

22 Southern Province Pack 03 Matara  District Kotapola Thenipita
Galle – Deniyaya – Madampe 

Road  at   77+050 -77+450
6.333166 80.564748 1 house and the road Potential

Cutting and slope failure occurred in 2017, therefore preventive measures 

such as soil nailing, retaining walls, reshaing, turfing, surface  drainage 

management should be introduced.

23 Uva Province Pack 04 Badulla  District Bandarawela Bandarawela west Thepalkanda 6.70673 80.72374 15000 30-40 houses Potential

Highly potential location for  Landslide and subsidance, therefore 

preventive measures such as  retaining walls, reshaping, hydrosheeding or 

turfing, surface and subsurface drainage management should be 

introduced

24 Uva Province Pack 04 Badulla  District Haliela Uduwara
7

th
 mile post, New colony, 

Uduwara
6.920246 81.05669 20000 15 houses and Railway line Happened

Highly potential location for  Landslide and slope failure, therefore 

preventive measures such as soil nailing, retaining walls, reshaping, 

hydrosheeding or turfing, surface and subsurface drainage management 

should be introduced

25
Sabaragamuwa 

Province
Pack 04 Kegalle  District Ruwanwella Thumbaliyadda

(B445) Veyangoda - Ruwnwella 

Road 23+100 - 23+210 (RHS)
7.2268027 80.202758

03 houses andRuwanwella - 

weyangoda road.
Slope Failure

Cutting and slope failure occurred in 2016 and 2017, therefore preventive 

measures such as soil nailing, retaining walls, reshaing, turfing, surface  

drainage management should be introduced.

26 Western Province Pack 02  Kalutara  District Baduraliya Athweltota
Landslide near Athwelthota 

Gangarama
6.543632 80.283237 20000 a temple and the road Happened

Landslide initiated in 2017 and further highly potential location for  

Landslide, therefore preventive measures such as debries barrier, 

reshaping, turfing, tree planting, surface  drainage management should be 

introduced

27 Western Province Pack 02  Kalutara  District Walallawita Lihiniyawa Sri Abhinawarama Viharaya 6.460525 80.165386 3 buildings and the road Potential

Highly potential location for cutting failure, therefore preventive measures 

such as retaining walls, reshaping, turfing and surface drainage 

management should be introduced

N E

Status
GPS

Village/Location Average area (m
2
)

Potential damage (No. of 

Houses, Facilities etc)
 Site No Province

Package No. 

(Pro)
District DS GN Remarks
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List of 120 Sites  

 

 

 

N E

1 28 Central Province Kandy Kandy Four Gravets DS Bahirawa Kanda Pushpadana Girls College, Kandy 7.293646 80.632884 6,000 m
2

school buildings with students and 

Kovil
Potential Cutting and slope failures

Highly potential location for  cutting and failurers, therefore preventive measures such as soil nailing, reshaping, turfing and 

surface management should be introduced

2 29 Central Province Kandy Patha Hewahata 1015, Oluwawatte Oluwawatte, Marassana 7.202669 80.730271 8,000 m
2 10 houses

Happened in 2018 and  

potential for further 

activation

Rock fall 
Highly potential location for  rock falls,  therefore preventive measures such as rock anchoring for large unstable insitu rock 

mass, netting or rock fencing for small rock falls, forestration and surface drainage management should be introduced

3 30 Central Province Kandy Udadumbara Kalalgamuwa Kalalgamuwa 7.111622 80.617921 3 km
2 50 houses Potential Soil creep/Landslide

Highly potential location for  Landslide, therefore preventive measures such as retaining walls, soil nailing, reshaping, turfing, 

surface and subsurface drainage management should be introduced

4 31 Central Province Kandy Patha Hewahata Aniwatta Aniwatte Tunnel in Kandy 7.288683 80.622236 5,000 m
2

Threat to road users (vehicles and 

pedestrians) and residential & 

comercial buildings

Potential Rock fall and slope failure
Highly potential location for  rock falls and slope failure, therefore preventive measures such as soil nailing, rock netting, 

reshaping, turfing, surface and subsurface drainage management should be introduced

5 32 Central Province Kandy Gangawatakorale Thalwatta Lewella Gangarama    Temple 7.269189 80.694680 10000m2
School buildings and about 20 

residential buildings.
Potential Cutting failur/slope failure

Highly potential location for  cutting failurersand slope failures, therefore preventive measures such as soil nailing, reshaping, 

turfing, surface and subsurface drainage management should be introduced

6 33 Central Province Kandy Patha Hewahata Gurudeniya East Gurudeniya 7.297201 80.650340 5,000 m
2 20 houses Potential Rock falls

Highly potential location for  rock falls,  therefore preventive measures such as rock netting or rock fencing, forestration and 

surface drainage management should be introduced

7 34 Central Province Kandy Yatinuwara Weralugolla Singhekata

                                                                    

7.254192 80.505236 8,000  m
2

High Risk to Kandy Colombo A 01 

road,-High Risk  to Kandy Colombo 

railway,Shops with temporary huts 

Potential Rock Falls
Highly potential location for  rock falls,  therefore preventive measures such as rock netting or rock fencing, forestration and 

surface drainage management should be introduced

8 63 Central Province Kandy Udapalatha Doragala Chapley Division 7.111459 80.617955 75,000 m
2

High risk for 50 residential houses, 

Doragala road
Potential Landslide

Highly potential location for landslide, therefore preventive measures such as toe walls, drainadge well, surface drainadge 

management and subsurface drainadge system should be introduced

9 68
Sabaragamuwa 

Province
Kegalle Mawanella Dumbuluwawa sinhalagama Dumbuluwawa 7.163289 80.502222 10,000 m

2 16 houses Potential Landslide
Landslide initiated in 2016 and further highly potential location for  Landslide, therefore preventive measures such as toe 

walls, reshaping, turfing, surface and subsurface drainage management should be introduced

10 91 Central Province Kandy Ganga Ihala Korale Meeragolla
Nawalapitiya - Dolosbage Road (B 

318), Cul. 19/8 - 19/9
7.082127 80.472269 20,000 m

2

high risk for B 318 road, 5 houses, 

Telecom building, Hospital building, 

school buidings & shope

Potential Landslide
Highly potential location for landslide with debris flow, therefore preventive measures such as toe walls, soil nailing for main 

scar, drainadge well, surface drainadge management, subsurface drainadge system should be introduced

11 92 Central Province Kandy Ganga Ihala Korale Meeragolla
Nawalapitiya - Dolosbage Road (B 

318), Cul. 19/3 - 19/4
7.079769 80.474418 38,500 m

3 high risk for B 318 road and 20 houses Potential Landslide
Highly potential location for landslide with debris flow, therefore preventive measures such as surface drainadge 

management, drainadge well, , subsurface drainadge system should be introduced

12 118 Central Province Kandy Ganga Ihala Korale Udahenthenna
Nawalapitiya - Dolosbage Road (B 

318), Cul. 8/2 - 7 km
 7.071575 80.522000 25,000 m

3 High risk for B 318 road and 5 houses 

located at the region 
Potential Landslide

Highly potential location for landslide with debris flow, therefore preventive measures such as toe walls, surface drainadge 

management and subsurface drainadge system should be introduced

13 35 Central Province Matale Ambanganga Kooralaya Hunukete Hunukete

7.528200

80.677432 300 m
2

07 Houses – referred to detail 

investigation and proposed for 

mitigation

Potential Landslide
Highly potential location for  Landslide, therefore preventive measures such as retaining walls, soil nailing, reshaping, turfing, 

surface and subsurface drainage management should be introduced

14 36 Central Province Matale Ambanganga Kooralaya Nagala Siyambalagahawatta Line 7.58888889 80.68777778 1,500 m
2

06 Houses – High Risk and referred to 

detail investigation and proposed for 

Mitigation

Potential Rock Fall
Highly potential location for  rock falls,  therefore preventive measures such as rock netting or rock fencing, forestration and 

surface drainage management should be introduced

15 37 Central Province Matale Rattota Rattota Raththota Public Play ground 7.518411 80.67824 2,500 m
2 Public play ground with players and 02 

houses

Happened and potential 

for activation of debris 

flow

Slope Failure
Highly potential location for activation of debris flow, therefore preventive measures such as retaining toe walls, soil nailing 

for main scar, reshapping, surface and subsurface drainage management should be introduced

Consultancy GroupsProvinceNo Site No GN Average area
Potential damage (No. of Houses, 
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16 38 Central Province Matale Laggala Atanwala Atanwala 7.51361111 80.75638889 1,500 m
2 4 houses and and irrigation channel Potential Landslide

Highly potential location for  Landslide, therefore preventive measures such as retaining walls, soil nailing, reshaping, turfing, 

surface and subsurface drainage management should be introduced

17 39 Central Province Matale Ukuwela Balakaduwa Welikanda road, Balakaduwa 7.416632 80.612192 3,000 m
2

High Risk for Welikanda road with 

usres and 03 residential houses 

Happened cutting failure 

and potential for slope 

failure

Cutting / slope failures
Highly potential location for cutting failures and slope failures, therefore preventive measures such as retaining walls, soil 

nailing, reshapping, turfing and surface drainage management should be introduced

18 40 Central Province Matale Yatawatta Deevilla North Golengala Village 7.56166667 80.6025 5,000 m
2

high possibility of occurring wedge 

failures 
Potential Rock fall 

Highly potential location for  rock falls,  therefore preventive measures such as removing of unstable bouders, rock netting 

or rock fencing, forestration and surface drainage management should be introduced

19 41 Central Province Matale Yatawatta Walpola Walpola 7.5590256 80.575098 3,000 m
2 10 - Houses – High Risk and evacuate Potential

Land Slide (04 houses High 

Risk, 06 Houses Moderate 

Risk )

Highly potential location for  Landslide, therefore preventive measures such as retaining walls, soil nailing, reshaping, turfing, 

surface and subsurface drainage management should be introduced

20 46
North Western 

Province
Kurunegala  Rideegama 528, Andapola Andapola Kanda 7.61238 80.535630 43,000 m

2
13 houses, Welkotuwa road(village 

road) and road users 
Potential Rock fall 

Highly potential location for  rock falls,  therefore preventive measures such as removing of unstable bouders, trenchers, 

rock netting or rock fencing, forestration and surface drainage management should be introduced

21 47
North Western 

Province
Kurunegala  Rideegama 568 Pallekanda Pallekanda, Delwita 7.498537 80.557121 400 m

2
02 houses,Kiribathgalla- Delwita road 

and road users 
Potential Cutting failure

Highly potential location for  cutting failurers, therefore preventive measures such as soil nailing, reshaping, turfing, surface 

and subsurface drainage management should be introduced

22 61
North Western 

Province
Kurunegala Mallawapitiya 745, Walpolakanda North Walpolakanda North  Upper Colony 7.436480 80.406898 25,000 m

2 19 houses, Ethugalpura Thakshila 

Vidayalaya and  Students 
Happened Subsuface and surface drainage management,retaining wall development

23 69 Central Province Matale Matale Dodamdeniya Dodamdeniya 7.467563 80.609276 20,000 m
2

High risk for temple including temple 

buildings and about 30 residential 

houses

Potential Landslide
Highly potential location for landslide with debris flow, therefore preventive measures such as surface drainadge 

management and subsurface drainadge system well should be introduced

24 93 Central Province Matale Ukuwela Ulpathapitiya CEB Ukuwela Power Plant 7.39739 80.650763 850 m
2 Damage to the power plant Potential Cutting failur/slope failure

Highly potential location for  cutting failurers and slope failures, therefore preventive measures such as soil nailing, 

reshaping, turfing, surface and subsurface drainage management should be introduced

25 94 Central Province Matale Matale Ihala Harasgama Harasgama 7.479333 80.617618 5,000 m
2 Damaged 03 houses, high risk for 15 

houses

Happened and potential 

for activation of debris 

flow

Landslide
Highly potential location for landslide with debris flow, therefore preventive measures such as retaining toe walls, surface 

drainadge management and subsurface drainadge system with drainadge well should be introduced

26 95 Central Province Matale Matale Watagoda Watagoda Hulangamuwa Road 7.459709 80.604158 8,000 m
2 Damage to Watagoda-  Hulagamuwa 

road, high risk for 03 houses

Happened and potential 

for activation of debris 

flow

Landslide
Highly potential location for landslide with debris flow, therefore preventive measures such as retaining toe walls, surface 

drainadge management, subsurface drainadge system and soil nailing at the road construction area should be introduced

27 96 Central Province Matale Matale Kaludewala Circular road, Kaludewala 7.479077 80.626959 40,000 m
2

10 – Houses High Risk, 15 – Houses 

Moderate Risk, 07 – Houses Low 

Risk (High risk evacuate and Moderate 

and Low risk proposed for mitigation)

Potential Landslide
Highly potential location for  Landslide, therefore preventive measures such as retaining walls,crack sealing, reshaping, 

turfing, surface and subsurface drainage management should be introduced

28 98 Central Province Matale
Rattota 

Annasiwatta Annasiwatta 7.517928 80.673972
about 100m along 

the Road 

05 Houses 7 Road proposed for 

mitigation
Happened Cutting failur/slope failure

Highly potential location for  cutting failurersand slope failures, therefore preventive measures such as soil nailing, reshaping, 

turfing, surface and subsurface drainage management should be introduced

29 107 Central Province Kandy Panwila Araththana

Tharanagala Kanda, Araththana 

Bambarella road (B205), Cul. 27/1 - 

26 km post

7.392754 80.742144 12,000 m
2

High risk for B 205 road and road 

users 

Happened and  potential 

for further activation
Rock fall 

Highly potential location for  rock falls,  therefore preventive measures such as rock anchoring for large unstable insitu rock 

mass, netting or rock fencing of rock sheed for small rock falls, forestration and surface drainage management should be 

introduced
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30 42 Central Province Nuwara Eliya Ambagamuwa Samanalagama Samanalagama - Hatton 6.8869563 80.60013 2500 10 houses Potential Cutting failur/slope failure
Highly potential location for  cutting failurersand slope failures, therefore preventive measures such as soil nailing, reshaping, 

turfing, surface and subsurface drainage management should be introduced

31 43 Central Province Nuwara Eliya Ambagamuwa Hatton Bosco College 6.893866667 80.59746667 300 School land and road Potential Cutting failur/slope failure
Highly potential location for  cutting failurersand slope failures, therefore preventive measures such as soil nailing, reshaping, 

turfing, surface and subsurface drainage management should be introduced

32 44 Central Province Nuwara Eliya Kothmale Helbodda Ginigathhena town 6.98491667 80.48806 1 acre 
Building and road (58 shop and 5 

houses)
Potential Cutting failur/slope failure

Highly potential location for  cutting failurersand slope failures, therefore preventive measures such as soil nailing, reshaping, 

turfing, surface and subsurface drainage management should be introduced

33 45 Central Province Nuwara Eliya Nuwaraeliya Windy corner
Bangalahatha at Nuwara Eliya – 

Hatton main road

6.9493175670 
80.76723 700

Damage to  Nuwara Eliya-Hatton main 

road road
Potential Cutting failur/slope failure

Highly potential location for  cutting failurersand slope failures, therefore preventive measures such as soil nailing, reshaping, 

turfing, surface and subsurface drainage management should be introduced

34 99 Central Province Nuwara Eliya District Ambagamuwa Dell house Dell house 6.84218333 80.6021333 2000 Road and RDA office building Potential Cutting failur/slope failure
Highly potential location for  cutting failurers and slope failures, therefore preventive measures such as soil nailing, 

reshaping, turfing, surface and subsurface drainage management should be introduced

35 100 Central Province Nuwara Eliya District Nuwaraeliya Unic view Unic view 6.961469 80.76492 0.4 km 10 houses and urban area Potential Cutting failur/slope failure
Highly potential location for  cutting failurers and slope failures, therefore preventive measures such as soil nailing, 

reshaping, turfing, surface and subsurface drainage management should be introduced

36 101 Central Province Nuwara Eliya District Nuwaraeliya Thalawakelle Thalawakelle 6.935817 80.660888 1000 Temple building and land Potential Cutting failur/slope failure
Highly potential location for  cutting failurers and slope failures, therefore preventive measures such as soil nailing, 

reshaping, turfing, surface and subsurface drainage management should be introduced

37 49
Sabaragamuwa 

Province
Rathnapura Balangoda Rassagala Rassagala 6.692526 80.638621 6000 25 houses Happened Landslide

Highly potential location for  Landslide, therefore preventive measures such as retaining walls,crack sealing, reshaping, 

turfing, surface and subsurface drainage management should be introduced

38 51
Sabaragamuwa 

Province
Rathnapura Imbulpe Walebada Near Tea Factory 6.727683 80.639268 10000 20 houses Happened Landslide

Highly potential location for  Landslide, therefore preventive measures such as retaining walls,crack sealing, reshaping, 

turfing, surface and subsurface drainage management should be introduced

39 62
Sabaragamuwa 

Province
Rathnapura Opanayake Madola Madola 6.632258 80.668089 10000 20 houses Happened Landslide

Highly potential location for  Landslide, therefore preventive measures such as retaining walls,crack sealing, reshaping, 

turfing, surface and subsurface drainage management should be introduced

40 65
Sabaragamuwa 

Province
Rathnapura  Rathnapura Rathnapura Ratnapura Forest office 6.682961 80.397711

area below the 

forest office
happened Rock fall Risk

Highly potential location for  rock falls,  therefore preventive measures such as removing of unstable bouders, rock netting 

or rock fencing, forestration and surface drainage management should be introduced

41 66
Sabaragamuwa 

Province
Rathnapura Rathnapura Rathnapura

The area in between St. Look 

college, Baptist Church, St. Look 

church and Ferguson high school

6.682268 80.40039 1,300 Totally 5 buildings can be affected Potential Cutting failur/slope failure
Highly potential location for  cutting failurers and slope failures, therefore preventive measures such as soil nailing, 

reshaping, turfing, surface and subsurface drainage management should be introduced

42 67
Sabaragamuwa 

Province
Rathnapura Ratnapura Bambarabotuwa Hettigama, Gamewatta 6.709563 80.541051 12000 46 houses Potential Landslide

Highly potential location for  Landslide, therefore preventive measures such as retaining walls,crack sealing, reshaping, 

turfing, surface and subsurface drainage management should be introduced

43 70
Sabaragamuwa 

Province
Rathnapura Ratnapura Hettikanda Sinidulkanda 6.658323 80.559607 40000 20 houses Happened Debries flow

Highly potential location for  debries flow,  therefore preventive measures such as sabo dams, forestration and surface 

drainage management should be introduced

44 71
Sabaragamuwa 

Province
Rathnapura Ratnapura Mahawala Mahawala 6.694042 80.413812 8000 15 houses Poential Cutting failur/slope failure

Highly potential location for  cutting failurers and slope failures, therefore preventive measures such as soil nailing, 

reshaping, turfing, surface and subsurface drainage management should be introduced

45 72
Sabaragamuwa 

Province
Rathnapura District Ratnapura Hapugasthanna Hapugasthenna-LWK 6.718429 80.503223 4,000  8 line rooms Landslide

Highly potential location for  Landslide, therefore preventive measures such as retaining walls,crack sealing, reshaping, 

turfing, surface and subsurface drainage management should be introduced

46 79
Sabaragamuwa 

Province
Ratnapura  District Ratnapura Pompekele 6.685257 80.400212 10,000 15 houses Potential Cutting failur/slope failure

Highly potential location for  cutting failurers and slope failures, therefore preventive measures such as soil nailing, 

reshaping, turfing, surface and subsurface drainage management should be introduced
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47 48
Sabaragamuwa 

Province
Kegalle  Deraniyagala Wattegedara

Wattegedara gama (near kolpin 

center)
6.94093 80.33051 20,000 18 houses Potential Landslide

Highly potential location for  Landslide, therefore preventive measures such as retaining walls,crack sealing, reshaping, 

turfing, surface and subsurface drainage management should be introduced

48 50
Sabaragamuwa 

Province
Kegalle  Deraniyagala Deraniyagala South

Udapola estate, Paladeniya 

(Virugammanaya)
6.914918187 80.35006327 7600 25 houses Potential Cutting Failure Cut off drains, retaining walls surface drain and common sewerage system 

49 106
Sabaragamuwa 

Province
Rathnapura District Eheliyagoda Mahara Mahara 6.853532 80.27434 120000 30 houses Happened Debries flow

Highly potential location for  debries flow,  therefore preventive measures such as sabo dams or debries barrier, 

forestration and surface drainage management should be introduced

50 97
Sabaragamuwa 

Province
Kegallle Dehiovita Dehiovita Jathika niwasa 6.97054 80.26468 12000 10 houses Potential Cutting failur/slope failure

Highly potential location for  cutting failurers and slope failures, therefore preventive measures such as soil nailing, 

reshaping, turfing, surface and subsurface drainage management should be introduced

51 121
Sabaragamuwa 

Province
Kegalle Galigamuwa Balapaththawa

B127,Galigamuwa-Ruwanwella 

Rd,Culvert No 5/10-5/11
7.1393042 80.3571727 5000  Houses and Road uses Potential Landslide/Slope failure

Highly potential location for  cutting failurers, therefore preventive measures such as soil nailing, reshaping, turfing, surface 

and subsurface drainage management should be introduced

52 122
Sabaragamuwa 

Province
Kegalle Dehiovita Madagammana

B-110- Eheliyagoda-Dehiovita road. 

Culvert no. 5/6
6.876129 80.280897 1000 Damage to road and users

Potential, Upper slope 

above the crown is 

consisted of tension 

cracks and boulders

Slope failure
Highly potential location for  cutting failurers, therefore preventive measures such as soil nailing, reshaping, turfing, surface 

and subsurface drainage management should be introduced

53 124
Sabaragamuwa 

Province
Ratnapura Eheliyagoda Wilegoda

B-110- Eheliyagoda-Dehiovita road. 

Between 3-3.2km
6.870991 80.273253 5000 Damage to road and users

Potential, Upper slope of 

the road has failed and 

crown area of the slope 

consisted of bed rock as 

an escarpment with the 

height of 10 m.

Slope failure
Highly potential location for  cutting failurers, therefore preventive measures such as soil nailing, reshaping, turfing, surface 

and subsurface drainage management should be introduced

54 76 Uva Province Badulla  District Bandarawela Beddearawa Maduwegedara 6.589116 80.17518 25000 15 houses Potential Landslide
Highly potential location for  Landslide, therefore preventive measures such as retaining walls,crack sealing, reshaping, 

turfing, surface and subsurface drainage management should be introduced

55 77 Uva Province Badulla  District Welimada Boragas Kapuruwatte 6.902388 80.83225 10000 25 houses Potential Landslide
Highly potential location for  Landslide, therefore preventive measures such as retaining walls,crack sealing, reshaping, 

turfing, surface and subsurface drainage management should be introduced

56 102 Central Province Nuwara Eliya District Nuwaraeliya Morabedda Morabedda 7.060369 80.88386 20,000 12 houses and roads Potential Cutting failur/slope failure
Highly potential location for  cutting failurers and slope failures, therefore preventive measures such as soil nailing, 

reshaping, turfing, surface and subsurface drainage management should be introduced

57 103 Central Province Nuwara Eliya District Walapane Liyanwela Alma – Walapane main road 7.11525 80.824333 2000 Alma - Walapane main road Potential Landslide
Highly potential location for  Landslide, therefore preventive measures such as retaining walls,crack sealing, reshaping, 

turfing, surface and subsurface drainage management should be introduced

58 104 Central Province Nuwara Eliya District Walapane Gampaha estate Gampaha upper division 7.001124 80.90297 2200 4 line rooms Potential Cutting failur/slope failure
Highly potential location for  cutting failurers and slope failures, therefore preventive measures such as soil nailing, 

reshaping, turfing, surface and subsurface drainage management should be introduced

59 110 Uva Province Badulla  District Passara Tholabowatte 4
th

 mile post, Tholabowatta. 6.92705556 80.19402778 7500 4 houses, Main road and it‘s users Happened Landslide
Highly potential location for  Landslide, therefore preventive measures such as retaining walls,crack sealing, reshaping, 

turfing, surface and subsurface drainage management should be introduced

60 111 Uva Province Badulla  District Soranathota Soranathota Dalukkotuwa 7.0325 81.04330 15000 25 houses Potential Landslide
Highly potential location for  Landslide, therefore preventive measures such as retaining walls,crack sealing, reshaping, 

turfing, surface and subsurface drainage management should be introduced

61 119 Central Province Nuawara Eliya Walapane Andawala Thennakumbura, Rikillagaskada 7.12315 80.83138 750 Possible damage to the road Potential Slope failure
Highly potential location for  cutting failurers, therefore preventive measures such as soil nailing, reshaping, turfing, surface 

and subsurface drainage management should be introduced

62 120 Central Province Nuawara Eliya Walapane Wewakele
51/5- 51/7(RHS) culverts on the 

B413 road
7.122974 80.84442 800 Possible damage to road Potential Slope failure

Highly potential location for  cutting failurers, therefore preventive measures such as soil nailing, reshaping, turfing, surface 

and subsurface drainage management should be introduced

63 125 Uva Province Badulla Welimada Koskanuwegama 99/7-99/8 culverts on the A005 road 7.111622 80.617921 1000 Damage to road and users Potential Slope failure
Highly potential location for  cutting failurers, therefore preventive measures such as soil nailing, reshaping, turfing, surface 

and subsurface drainage management should be introduced

64 126 Uva Province Badulla Welimada Koskanuwegama
100/1-100/2 culverts on the A005 

road
6.9150166 80.9553 2000 Damage to road and users Potential Slope failure

Highly potential location for  cutting failurers, therefore preventive measures such as soil nailing, reshaping, turfing, surface 

and subsurface drainage management should be introduced

65 127 Uva Province Badulla Welimada Koskanuwegama
100/3-100/6 culverts on the A005 

road
7.43648 80.406898 3000 Damage to road and users Potential Rock fall Risk

Highly potential location for  rock falls,  therefore preventive measures such as removing of unstable bouders, rock netting 

or rock fencing, forestration and surface drainage management should be introduced
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66 52
Sabaragamuwa 

Province
Rathnapura Kalawana Koswattha

Kalawana - Rakwana Road  ,In 

between culvert No.2/4and 

2/5(Koswattha),

6.517458 80.392365 15,000
Kalawana - Rakwana Road, two 

houses
Potential Landslide

Highly potential location for  Landslide, therefore preventive measures such as retaining walls,crack sealing, reshaping, 

turfing, surface and subsurface drainage management should be introduced

67 53
Sabaragamuwa 

Province
Rathnapura Kiriella Gawaragiriya

Ayagama-Egaloya Road, Near the 

8km post (Ulugalahena)
 6.648567 80.268738 25,000 Ayagama-Egaloya Road Potential Cutting failure/slope failure

Highly potential location for  cutting failurers and slope failures, therefore preventive measures such as soil nailing, retaining 

wall, reshaping, turfing, surface and subsurface drainage management should be introduced

68 54
Sabaragamuwa 

Province
Rathnapura Kolonna Ranhotikanda Ranhotikanda 6.448077 80.650345 20,000 Embilipitiya-Bulutota Road, 3 houses Potential Landslide

Highly potential location for  Landslide, therefore preventive measures such as retaining walls,crack sealing, reshaping, 

turfing, surface and subsurface drainage management should be introduced

69 55
Sabaragamuwa 

Province
Rathnapura Nivithigala Nivithigala

Thiriwanaketiya - Agalawatte Road, 

Culvert No 9/6 – 10/1

( Yatikadurawa)

6.607693 80.453308 25,000
Thiriwanaketiya - Agalawatte Road, 4 

houses
Potential Landslide

Highly potential location for  Landslide, therefore preventive measures such as retaining walls,crack sealing, reshaping, 

turfing, surface and subsurface drainage management should be introduced

70 56
Sabaragamuwa 

Province
Rathnapura Nivithigala Peboutuwa

Thiriwanaketiya - Agalawatte Road, 

Near culvert 25/5
6.540060 80.448143 20,000 Thiriwanaketiya - Agalawatta Road Happened Cutting failure/slope failure

Highly potential location for  cutting failurer and slope failure, therefore preventive measures such as soil nailing, reshaping, 

turfing, retaining wall, surface and subsurface drainage management should be introduced

71 57
Sabaragamuwa 

Province
Rathnapura Nivithigala Peboutuwa

Thiriwanaketiya - Agalawatte Road, 

Culvert No.10/1
6.603766 80.453247 15,000 Thiriwanaketiya - Agalawatta Road Happened Cutting failure/slope failure

Highly potential location for  cutting failurer and slope failures, therefore preventive measures such as soil nailing, reshaping, 

turfing, surface and subsurface drainage management should be introduced

72 58
Sabaragamuwa 

Province
Rathnapura Rathnapura Samagipura Sumana Balika Vidyalaya 6.679623 80.392113 7,500 Four school buidings Potential Cutting failure/slope failure

Highly potential location for  cutting and slope failure, therefore preventive measures such as soil nailing, retaining wall and 

surface drainage management should be introduced

73 59
Sabaragamuwa 

Province
Rathnapura Nivithigala Nivithigala

Nivithigala primary school (Sumana 

junior school)
6.595304 80.453362 20,000 4  buildings and road are at a risk Potential Cutting failure/slope failure

Highly potential location for  cutting failurers and slope failures, therefore preventive measures such as soil nailing, 

reshaping, turfing, surface and subsurface drainage management should be introduced

74 60
Sabaragamuwa 

Province
Rathnapura Nivithigala Niwithigala Niwithigala Town 6.597227 80.454872 10,000

nearly 20 shops and Thiriwanaketiya-

Agalawatte road
Potential Cutting failure/slope failure

Highly potential location for  cutting failurers and slope failures, therefore preventive measures such as soil nailing, 

reshaping, turfing, surface and subsurface drainage management should be introduced

75 105
Sabaragamuwa 

Province
Rathnapura Ayagama Pallekada Pallekada Viddyalaya-Ayagama 6.652778 80.297500 25,000

One residential house and 04 numbers 

of school buildings
Potential Landslide

Highly potential location for  Landslide, therefore preventive measures such as retaining walls,crack sealing, reshaping, 

turfing, surface and subsurface drainage management should be introduced

76 109
Sabaragamuwa 

Province
Rathnapura Nivithigala Karawita

Thiriwanaketiya - Agalawatte Road, 

Near culvert No.23/12
6.550991 80.442688 20,000 Thiriwanaketiya - Agalawatte Road Happened Cutting failure

Highly potential location for  cutting failurers, therefore preventive measures such as soil nailing, reshaping, turfing, surface 

and subsurface drainage management should be introduced

77 123
Sabaragamuwa 

Province
Ratnapura Elapatha Niriella

Rathnapura - Karawita Road, in 

between culvert no. 11/8 and 11Km
6.632361 80.360260 10,000 Rathnapura - Karawita Road Happened Slope failure

Highly potential location for slope failure, therefore preventive measures such as soil nailing, reshaping, turfing, surface and 

subsurface drainage management should be introduced

78 64
Sabaragamuwa 

Province
Ratnapura Embilipitiya Sankhapala Sankhapala 6.453626 80.741234 10,000

5 houses and Rathnapura - Embilipitiya 

Road
Happened Rock fall

Highly potential location for  rock falls, therefore preventive measures such as rock netting and rock fencing and retaining 

walls  should be introduced

79 73 Southern Province Matara Pitabeddara
Rambukana West and 

Kosnilgoda
Athu Ela, 55km Post of A17 road 6.239640 80.479020 50,000

Galle-Madampe road (A17), staff 

quarter, 4 houses and pre-school
Potential Landslide

Highly potential location for  Landslide, therefore preventive measures such as retaining walls,crack sealing, reshaping, 

turfing, surface and subsurface drainage management should be introduced

80 74 Southern Province Matara Kotapola Thanipita Kaluwaragahakoratuwa 6.331480 80.579640 60,000
60-Houses, Baralapanatha-Deniyaya 

road via Thanipitiya road
Potential Landslide

Highly potential location for  Landslide, therefore preventive measures such as retaining walls,crack sealing, reshaping, 

turfing, surface and subsurface drainage management should be introduced

81 75 Southern Province Matara Kotapola Kotapola North
Diyadawa, Cul. 75/2 along A17 

(Deniyaya-Madampe road)
6.323429 80.546570 15,000 Deniyaya-Madampe road (A17) Potential Landslide

Highly potential location for  Landslide, therefore preventive measures such as retaining walls,crack sealing, reshaping, 

turfing, surface and subsurface drainage management should be introduced

82 108
Sabaragamuwa 

Province
Rathnapura Palmadulla 179A, Maaudalla Dandenikanda, Bulugahatenna 6.642101 80.451469 22,500

12 houses - high risk

12 houses - medium risk

Happened & Potential 

for re-activation
Rock fall

Already rock falls were happened and highly potential for re-activation, therefore preventive measures such as rock netting 

or rock fencing, forestration and surface drainage management should be introduced

Group 03
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Consultancy GroupsProvinceNo Site No GN Average area
Potential damage (No. of Houses, 

Facilities etc)
Status RemarksDistrict DS Village /Location

GPS

Work to be done

101 128 Sabaragamuwa Kegalle Rambukkana Kansalagamuwa

Between Rambukkana and 

Kadigamuwa raiway stasions at  CH 

53+75 (LHS)   

80.41703 7.330593 4000

Damage to railway line, Rambukkana-

Mawanella mainroad and houses 

located downslope

Potential Progeressive slope failures

    Lowering the water table of the slope by introducing subsurface drains , Improve the surface drainage system by 

repairing the existing cut-off drain and Slope protection should be implemented by constructing a cantilever type retaining 

wall

102 129 Sabaragamuwa Kegalle Rambukkana Kadigamuwa
Kadigamuwa Railway Stasion, CH 

55+45 (RHS)   
80.433577 7.322946 1000

Instability of down slope area as well 

as possible damage to railway platform 

and houses located in down slope

Potential landslide

Lowering the water table of the slope by introducing subsurface drains ,  Improve the surface drainage system by 

constructing proper drainage system within whole area and  Improve the slope stability by constructing a 3m height gabion 

wall and proper backfill along the down slope 

103 130 Sabaragamuwa Kegalle Mawanella Makehelwala
Between Ihalakotte and Balana 

railway stasions at CH 59+75 (RHS)   
80.47722222 7.28402778 18000

Damage to railway line, One house 

located at down slope was allready 

relocated

Happened/Potential Landslide
Construction of a cut off drain above the upper slope and diversion of water to the adjacent culverts, Reshaping entire 

slope with proposing suitable angles for each rock and soil surface with proposed toe excavation for the platform 

104 131 Central Kandy Yatinuwara
 Balana Between Ihalakotte and Balana 

railway stasions at  CH 61+50
80.4818883 7.26834 10000 Damage to railway line Potential

cutting failure/double cut ,rock 

fall

Highly potential location for  cutting failurers, therefore preventive measures such as soil nailing, reshaping, turfing, surface 

and subsurface drainage management should be introduced, preventive measures such as rock netting and rock fencing

105 132 Central Kandy Pasbage Korale Inguruoya North
Inguruoya railway stasion at Ch 

91+15
80.5448 7.0175 7500

Damage to railway line, railway station 

and house located below
Potential

Landslide and ground 

subsidence 

Landslide monitoring, Surface and subsurface drainage improvement. Slope rectification measures including soil nailing and 

toe support walls

106 133 Central Kandy Pasbage Korale Moragolla Mahakanda

  Between Inguruoya (90/77) and 

Galboda (94/36) railway stasions at  

CH 93+15

80.54067 6.99245 8000 Damage to railway line Potential
Landslide, slope failure and 

ground subsidence 

Surface and subsurface drainage improvement, Toe protection with retaining structures, and soil nailing, reshaping and 

turfing. 

107 134 Central Kandy Pasbage Korale Wewegama

Between Galboda (94/36) and 

Watawala (100/26) railway stasions 

at  CH 95+10

80.523161 6.99194 75000 Damage to railway line Potential
Galaboda Landslide and 

ground subsidance

Resistivity data available at this location. Further borehole investigation Landslide monitoring, Surface and subsurface 

drainage improvement should be introduced. 

108 135 Central Kandy Pasbage Korale Watawala

Between Galboda (94/36) and 

Watawala (100/26) railway stasions 

at  CH 99+50

80.523161 6.99194 200000 Damage to railway line Potential Near Watawala Landslide
Highly potential location for landslide, therefore preventive measures such as surface & subsurface drainage management, 

retaining structure should be introduced.

109 136 Central Nuwara Eliya Nuwara Eliya Kotagala

Kotagala railway station, near IPW 

HTN No 8 board at CH 

111/14—111/18

80.607754 6.926654 4500 Damage to railway line Potential Ground subsidance Surface drainage improvement, Toe protection with retaining structures and soft soil improvement. 

110 137 Central Nuwara Eliya Nuwara Eliya Senclair

(Aproaches of tunnel no 15 from both 

sides) Between Kotagala (111/25) 

and  Thalawakele (115/72), CH 

115/37 - 115/40 and 115/52 - 

80.656386 6.942538 5000 Damage to railway line, 2 houses Happened Cutting failure, Surface drainage development, rectification of unstable cuts with soil nailing, and retaining structures, reshaping and turfing

111 138 Uwa province Badulla Welimada Kandepuhulpola

Between Pattipola (139/19) and 

Ohiya (143/30) stasions at Ch 

140/44 - 140/47 (Near tunnel No 

18)

80.83933 6.8414 1km
2 Damage to railway line Happened Landslide and Rockfall threat

Landslide has been occurred on steep slope, very critical locations to introdueced mitigation measures, soil nailing / 

Retaining wall

112 139 Uwa province Badulla Welimada 62A, Ohiya
Ohiya railway  station at CH 140/20, 

both sides of the railway station
80.84279 6. 81798 1500 Damage to railway line and station Happened

Cutting failure behind the 

station and at right edge
Rectification of collapsed slope with toe wall, drainage improvement

113 140 Uwa province Badulla Welimada Pitapola

Between Ohiya (143/30) and 

Idalgashinna (148/77), CH 144/04 - 

144/39, near tunnel nos 22 and 23  

both sides        

80.85072 6. 81271 5000 Damage to railway line Happened Rock fall threat, cutting failure, 
Preventive measures against rock fall threat including rock netting of both sides of the tunnel. Soil nailing to rectify unstable 

cut slopes, surface drainage improvement.

114 141 Uwa province Badulla Welimada

 Between Ohiya (143/30) and 

Idalgashinna (148/77), Near tunnel 

No - 33, RHS

80.879097 6.798334 500 Damage to railway line Potential

Tunnel is Cracked & budged 

in Side / wash away of filling 

area

Highly potential location for  rock fall such as planer and vedge failures along the escarp slope, therefore preventive 

measures such as rock nettting should be introducedaccording to the results of Geological mapping , stereographic analysis 

and other investigations results.

115 142 Uwa province Badulla Welimada Maligathenna

 Between Ohiya (143/30) and 

Idalgashinna (148/77), Ch 147/15 - 

147/16   

80.886961 6.791251 1800 Damage to railway line Potential
Rock fall threat at the upper 

slope
Reshaping, improvement of drainage

116 143 Uwa province Badulla Haputhale Glananor

Between Idalgashinna (148/77) and 

Haputhale (153/43) stations at  CH 

151/65 -151/72 

80.9357 6.7711 1000

Potential damage to railway line, road 

and houses located close to the level 

crossing.

Potential Landslide Slope reshaping, surface and subsurface drainage development. Vegetating downslope to protect from local failures

117 144 Uwa province Badulla Haputhale Glananor At CH 154/40 80.962 6. 7798 75000
Potential damage to railway, 

ssettlement in the landslide flow path
Potential Landslide Subsurface and surface drainage improvement

118 145 Uwa province Badulla Bandarawela Inikam Bedda

Between Diyathalawa (156/54) and 

Bandarawela (160/36) stations at  Ch 

160/00 - 160/22    

80.9851 6.8245 1500

Potential damage to railway line, 

houses at both sides and down slopes, 

road at downslope

Potential Cutting failure Subsurface and surface drainage improvement, rectification of downslope using soil nailing and toe retaining structures

119 146 Uwa province Badulla Ella Rawanaella

 Between Heeloya (164/22) and Ella 

(168/14) stations at Ch 166/22 -

166/32    

81.042031 6.84949 30,000 Damage to railway line Potential Slope failure, Surface and subsurface drainage improvement, Toe protection with retaining structures 

120 147 Uwa province Badulla Ella Madhuragama

Between Ella (168/14) and 

Demodara (171/47) stations at Ch 

168/55 - 168/60    

81.0487 6.8822 2500 Damage to railway line Potential Cut slope failure Drainage development, benching,  reshaping and turfing of slope/ soil nailing

Group 04
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101 128 Sabaragamuwa Kegalle Rambukkana Kansalagamuwa

Between Rambukkana and 

Kadigamuwa raiway stasions at  CH 

53+75 (LHS)   

80.41703 7.330593 4000

Damage to railway line, Rambukkana-

Mawanella mainroad and houses 

located downslope

Potential Progeressive slope failures

    Lowering the water table of the slope by introducing subsurface drains , Improve the surface drainage system by 

repairing the existing cut-off drain and Slope protection should be implemented by constructing a cantilever type retaining 

wall

102 129 Sabaragamuwa Kegalle Rambukkana Kadigamuwa
Kadigamuwa Railway Stasion, CH 

55+45 (RHS)   
80.433577 7.322946 1000

Instability of down slope area as well 

as possible damage to railway platform 

and houses located in down slope

Potential landslide

Lowering the water table of the slope by introducing subsurface drains ,  Improve the surface drainage system by 

constructing proper drainage system within whole area and  Improve the slope stability by constructing a 3m height gabion 

wall and proper backfill along the down slope 

103 130 Sabaragamuwa Kegalle Mawanella Makehelwala
Between Ihalakotte and Balana 

railway stasions at CH 59+75 (RHS)   
80.47722222 7.28402778 18000

Damage to railway line, One house 

located at down slope was allready 

relocated

Happened/Potential Landslide
Construction of a cut off drain above the upper slope and diversion of water to the adjacent culverts, Reshaping entire 

slope with proposing suitable angles for each rock and soil surface with proposed toe excavation for the platform 

104 131 Central Kandy Yatinuwara
 Balana Between Ihalakotte and Balana 

railway stasions at  CH 61+50
80.4818883 7.26834 10000 Damage to railway line Potential

cutting failure/double cut ,rock 

fall

Highly potential location for  cutting failurers, therefore preventive measures such as soil nailing, reshaping, turfing, surface 

and subsurface drainage management should be introduced, preventive measures such as rock netting and rock fencing

105 132 Central Kandy Pasbage Korale Inguruoya North
Inguruoya railway stasion at Ch 

91+15
80.5448 7.0175 7500

Damage to railway line, railway station 

and house located below
Potential

Landslide and ground 

subsidence 

Landslide monitoring, Surface and subsurface drainage improvement. Slope rectification measures including soil nailing and 

toe support walls

106 133 Central Kandy Pasbage Korale Moragolla Mahakanda

  Between Inguruoya (90/77) and 

Galboda (94/36) railway stasions at  

CH 93+15

80.54067 6.99245 8000 Damage to railway line Potential
Landslide, slope failure and 

ground subsidence 

Surface and subsurface drainage improvement, Toe protection with retaining structures, and soil nailing, reshaping and 

turfing. 

107 134 Central Kandy Pasbage Korale Wewegama

Between Galboda (94/36) and 

Watawala (100/26) railway stasions 

at  CH 95+10

80.523161 6.99194 75000 Damage to railway line Potential
Galaboda Landslide and 

ground subsidance

Resistivity data available at this location. Further borehole investigation Landslide monitoring, Surface and subsurface 

drainage improvement should be introduced. 

108 135 Central Kandy Pasbage Korale Watawala

Between Galboda (94/36) and 

Watawala (100/26) railway stasions 

at  CH 99+50

80.523161 6.99194 200000 Damage to railway line Potential Near Watawala Landslide
Highly potential location for landslide, therefore preventive measures such as surface & subsurface drainage management, 

retaining structure should be introduced.

109 136 Central Nuwara Eliya Nuwara Eliya Kotagala

Kotagala railway station, near IPW 

HTN No 8 board at CH 

111/14—111/18

80.607754 6.926654 4500 Damage to railway line Potential Ground subsidance Surface drainage improvement, Toe protection with retaining structures and soft soil improvement. 

110 137 Central Nuwara Eliya Nuwara Eliya Senclair

(Aproaches of tunnel no 15 from both 

sides) Between Kotagala (111/25) 

and  Thalawakele (115/72), CH 

115/37 - 115/40 and 115/52 - 

80.656386 6.942538 5000 Damage to railway line, 2 houses Happened Cutting failure, Surface drainage development, rectification of unstable cuts with soil nailing, and retaining structures, reshaping and turfing

111 138 Uwa province Badulla Welimada Kandepuhulpola

Between Pattipola (139/19) and 

Ohiya (143/30) stasions at Ch 

140/44 - 140/47 (Near tunnel No 

18)

80.83933 6.8414 1km
2 Damage to railway line Happened Landslide and Rockfall threat

Landslide has been occurred on steep slope, very critical locations to introdueced mitigation measures, soil nailing / 

Retaining wall

112 139 Uwa province Badulla Welimada 62A, Ohiya
Ohiya railway  station at CH 140/20, 

both sides of the railway station
80.84279 6. 81798 1500 Damage to railway line and station Happened

Cutting failure behind the 

station and at right edge
Rectification of collapsed slope with toe wall, drainage improvement

113 140 Uwa province Badulla Welimada Pitapola

Between Ohiya (143/30) and 

Idalgashinna (148/77), CH 144/04 - 

144/39, near tunnel nos 22 and 23  

both sides        

80.85072 6. 81271 5000 Damage to railway line Happened Rock fall threat, cutting failure, 
Preventive measures against rock fall threat including rock netting of both sides of the tunnel. Soil nailing to rectify unstable 

cut slopes, surface drainage improvement.

114 141 Uwa province Badulla Welimada

 Between Ohiya (143/30) and 

Idalgashinna (148/77), Near tunnel 

No - 33, RHS

80.879097 6.798334 500 Damage to railway line Potential

Tunnel is Cracked & budged 

in Side / wash away of filling 

area

Highly potential location for  rock fall such as planer and vedge failures along the escarp slope, therefore preventive 

measures such as rock nettting should be introducedaccording to the results of Geological mapping , stereographic analysis 

and other investigations results.

115 142 Uwa province Badulla Welimada Maligathenna

 Between Ohiya (143/30) and 

Idalgashinna (148/77), Ch 147/15 - 

147/16   

80.886961 6.791251 1800 Damage to railway line Potential
Rock fall threat at the upper 

slope
Reshaping, improvement of drainage

116 143 Uwa province Badulla Haputhale Glananor

Between Idalgashinna (148/77) and 

Haputhale (153/43) stations at  CH 

151/65 -151/72 

80.9357 6.7711 1000

Potential damage to railway line, road 

and houses located close to the level 

crossing.

Potential Landslide Slope reshaping, surface and subsurface drainage development. Vegetating downslope to protect from local failures

117 144 Uwa province Badulla Haputhale Glananor At CH 154/40 80.962 6. 7798 75000
Potential damage to railway, 

ssettlement in the landslide flow path
Potential Landslide Subsurface and surface drainage improvement

118 145 Uwa province Badulla Bandarawela Inikam Bedda

Between Diyathalawa (156/54) and 

Bandarawela (160/36) stations at  Ch 

160/00 - 160/22    

80.9851 6.8245 1500

Potential damage to railway line, 

houses at both sides and down slopes, 

road at downslope

Potential Cutting failure Subsurface and surface drainage improvement, rectification of downslope using soil nailing and toe retaining structures

119 146 Uwa province Badulla Ella Rawanaella

 Between Heeloya (164/22) and Ella 

(168/14) stations at Ch 166/22 -

166/32    

81.042031 6.84949 30,000 Damage to railway line Potential Slope failure, Surface and subsurface drainage improvement, Toe protection with retaining structures 

120 147 Uwa province Badulla Ella Madhuragama

Between Ella (168/14) and 

Demodara (171/47) stations at Ch 

168/55 - 168/60    

81.0487 6.8822 2500 Damage to railway line Potential Cut slope failure Drainage development, benching,  reshaping and turfing of slope/ soil nailing

Group 04

N E
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Potential damage (No. of Houses, 

Facilities etc)
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Work to be done
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Approved Cadre Position for PMU by Department of Management Services 

Item Position Level 

Number of Posts Approved 

2018 

&2019 
2020 2021 

1 Project Director PS1 1 1 1 

2 Deputy Project Director PS2 2 2 2 

3 
Procurement Specialist/Snr. Contract 

Engineer 
PS3 1 1 1 

4 Snr. Geotechnical Engineer PS3 2 2 2 

5 Snr. Geologist PS3 2 2 2 

6 Environmentalist PS4 1 1 1 

7 Sociologist PS4 1 1 1 

8 QA/QC Engineer PS4 1 1 1 

9 Geotechnical Engineer PS4 2 2 2 

10 Procurement/Project Engineer PS4 4 4 4 

11 Geologists PS4 1 1 1 

12 Project Accountant PS4 1 1 1 

13 Quantity Surveyor PS5 1 1 1 

14 Snr. Land Officer PS5 1 1 1 

15 IT Officer PS5 1 1 1 

16 Environmental Officer PS6 1 1 1 

17 Sociological Officer PS6 1 1 1 

18 Land Officer PS6 4     

19 Project Secretary Ps6 1 1 1 

20 Account Clerks   1 1 1 

21 Management Assistant   4 4 4 

22 Office Assistant   4 4 4 

23 Driver   6 6 6 

24 Labour   1 1 1 

  Total   45 41 41 

 

 

 

 

 

APPENDIX - 3 - Approved Carder Position for PMU 
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REDUCTION OF LANDSLIDE VULNERABILITY BY MITIGATION 

MEASURES PROJECT  

(RLVMMP-Phase I) 

 

Terms of Reference 

For 

 Full Time On-site Supervision of Construction of 27 Critical Sites Located in 9 

Districts (Kandy, Kurunegala, Kegalle, Ratnapura, Matara, Badulla, Kalutara, 

Gampaha, Colombo) of 6 Provinces (Central, North-Western, Sabaragamuwa, 

Southern, Uva and Western Provinces)  

in Sri Lanka 

 

 

 

 

 

 

APPENDIX – 4- TOR for 27 Sites 
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1. Introduction 

The mountainous central Sri Lanka, having highly fractured and folded basement rock overlain 

by residual soil and colluvium is in increased risk of landslide disasters causing loss of lives, 

damage to infrastructure, destruction of property and impacts on livelihood and local economy.  

 

The topographically steep slopes and geologically weak strata can identify as the main natural 

contributors to landslides triggered by severe, intense rainfall, exacerbated by climate change. 

 

The Government of Sri Lanka (GOSL) through its Ministry of Public Administration, Disaster 

Management & Rural Economic Affairs (MPADM&REA) has identified requirement of 

prevention and mitigation of disasters, as a national priority, to lower the risk of landslides and 

decrease their severity towards building a ―Safer Sri Lanka‖ as per the Vision 2025 Strategy 

Document of MPADM&REA.   

 

2. Project Background 

The project of ―Reduction of Landslide Vulnerability by Mitigation Measures Project‖ 

(RLVMMP) is being identified as one of the positive steps taken by MPADM&REA to achieve 

its vision 2025 strategy document. 

 

The MPADM&REA being the executing agency wishes to obtain the service of National 

Building Research Organization (NBRO) as an implementing agency of this project. The GOSL 

and from an expected loan from Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) will finance the 

project. 

 

The project consists of 147 identified sites prone to landslides, which will be implemented in 

two phases. The Phase one (Phase I) will consist of 27 critical sites and Phase two (Phase II) 

will include remaining 120 sites. The Phase II includes 10 sites under jurisdiction of Road 

Development Authority, 20 sites under jurisdiction of Sri Lanka Railway Department (SLRD) 

and balance of 90 sites are either other government owned or private owned lands those 

identified and shortlisted by NBRO based on the level of vulnerability of the landslides. 

 

This Terms of Reference (TOR) intends to obtain the service of a potential consultant company 

to provide full time on-site supervision and the contract administration activities related to the 

construction of 27 sites included under Phase I of this project. The NBRO is responsible for 

Design, Procurement and Awarding the Civil Works Contracts in accordance with International 

Open Competitive Tender (IOCT) procedures and/or National Open Competitive Tender 

(NOCT) Procedures. These Civil Work Tender documents will be prepared based on local or 

international Standard Tender Documents. 

 

A separate Project Management Unit (PMU) will manage the overall project related 

procurements, administration and like others. 
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3. Objective of the Project 

The overall objective of the Project is to improve the landslide risk management effort of the 

country by introducing required mitigation measures and thereby, redress the present situation 

of high risk imposed on vulnerable communities and infrastructure.  

 

The objectives of this assignment for supervision on construction of 27 sites are to ensure that 

the landslide sites are constructed to the required standard and concluded within the Contract 

Sum and given time table for completion and to ensure suitable service levels that will lead to 

reduce the high risk imposed on vulnerable communities and infrastructure. 

 

4. Project Location and Scope of the Work Contracts 

The Phase I of the project comprises 27 sites situated in 9 districts (Kandy, Kurunegala, 

Kegalle, Ratnapura, Matara, Badulla, Kalutara, Gampaha, Colombo) of 06 provinces (Central, 

North-Western, Sabaragamuwa, Southern, Uva and Western provinces) in Sri Lanka. 

The site map of the 27 sites and details of the sites are attached under the Annexure (i) and (ii) 

respectively. 

The Civil Works of 27 sites have been packaged under four (4) Works Contracts packages. The 

Works to be executed under the Contracts comprise, but are not limited to the following: 

 

(i). Site clearance involving light bush clearing, removal of hedges and trees, top soil stripping 

and removal and disposal of old drainage structures; 

(ii). Provision or improvement of surface drainage using peripheral drains, step drains made of 

concrete, rubble masonry, or other material appropriately provided with lining and flexible 

joints; 

(iii). Development of sub-surface drainage system using collection wells and lateral drains to 

enhance stability of the slide by lowering the groundwater table; 

(iv). Slope terracing with appropriate soli breaks and surface drainage; 

(v). Soil removal at the head of slide and loading at the toe area along with suitable Retaining 

wall type constructed to support the slope; 

(vi). Earth reinforced with soil nailing or geotextile; 

(vii). Control piles driven deep into the hard stratum below; 

(viii). Earthworks including cut/fill in soft and hard materials, grading and reshaping of the 

unsuitable slopes; 

(ix). Excavation and filing for structures including gabion works; 

(x). Surface protection with turf, Hydroseeding and similar measures; 

(xi). Protection of rock falling with rock netting, reforestation and like; 

 

The Defects Notification Period (DNP) of each Civil Work Contract shall be 12 months. 
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5. Working Arrangement 

The Consultant shall fulfill, to the highest professional standards, the role of the Engineer‘s 

Representative to supervise the construction of the Works and ensure that they are executed in 

accordance with the Conditions of Contract, Specifications and Contract Drawings or any 

amendments thereto; and to ensure that the Works are within the Contract Price and Contract 

Period allowed under the Contract or any agreed amendments thereto. 

The Supervision Consultant is expected to manage the Phase I Civil Work Contracts (27 critical 

sites) under one Team Leader who shall responsible for delivering the entire assignment under 

one consultancy contract for all sites.  

The Supervision Consultant shall have his own arrangements of facilities and staff in order to 

carry out the given scope of services and shall include the cost in their financial proposal.  

 

The general responsibilities of parties to the Project – Phase I will be as follows: 

 

6. Duration of the Consultancy Services 

 

The Consultancy Supervision Contract duration is twenty-seven- (27) calendar months. This 

period includes 12 months for construction, 12 months for Defect Notification Period and 

additional 3 months allowing for the staggered commencement of works for all 4 Civil Work 

packages. 

 

The Commencement of four (4) Civil Work packages may differ from each other, but will fall 

within   27 calendar months. 

 

Party Responsibility 

MPADM&REA (Ministry of 

Public Administration, 

Disaster Management 

&Rural Economic Affairs) 

The Executing Agency. / 

The Employer. 

NBRO (National Building 

Research Organization), 

through its Director of PMU 

(Project Management Unit)  

Investigation, Design, Procurement Consultant for 27 sites 

(Phase I).  The Implementing Agency and the Engineer 

under the Contract for Civil Works. 

 

Supervision Consultant Full time, day to day site supervision and contract 

administration work of construction of 27 sites, being the 

Engineer‘s Representative in accordance with the Contract 

for Civil Works and the health and safety and environmental 

and social measures set out in the Environmental and Social 

Management Plans for each site. 

Contractors Construction and remedying any defects therein under the 

Contract for Civil Works  
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7. The Consultancy Scope of Services 

 

General 

The Consultant will be appointed as the Engineer‘s Representative in accordance with the 

supervision of Civil Work Contracts and shall provide services including but not limited to the 

following: 

 Recommend to the Engineer for necessary instructions for commencement, possession 

of site and initial submissions required by the Civil Work Contracts; 

  If any discrepancy between the design and existing site conditions are found the 

Consultant shall notify that to the Engineer immediately.  This assignment shall be 

carried out as soon as possible before the physical construction activities are carried out;  

 Prepare for implementation of supervision activities and apply a comprehensive and 

documented quality assurance framework; 

 Supervise the work contracts at the role of the ―Engineer‘s Representative‖ as described 

in the Conditions of Contract by deploying approved, qualified and experienced staff; 

 Carry out necessary assessments, monitoring and management of occupational health 

and safety measures, management of environmental and social impacts and compliance 

with the applicable laws and regulations as part of the implementation of Environmental 

and Social Management Action Plans;  

 Monitor and report on all aspects of the work Contracts, during the supervision stage; 

 Carry out all required measurement, validation, verification and recommend contractor‘s 

all payment applications to the Engineer for payments; 

 Advise, assist and support the Engineer in contract monitoring, reporting and financial 

management and all other aspects relating to proper management of the contract; 

 Review the Contractor‘s work program and working drawings and issue necessary 

comments and advise the Engineer accordingly; 

 Review and recommend for approval of insurance policies, Bank securities and other 

initial contractual documents submitted by the Contractor; 

 Prepare monthly, quarterly progress and completion reports; and 

 All other objectives reasonably relating to successful execution of the construction 

supervision. 

 

Works Supervision 

 

The Consultant shall be fully responsible for site supervision of the construction until the Civil 

Works Contract/s are completed and during the Defects Notification Period (DNP)  

The responsibilities of the Consultant will include the services listed below, but not limited to: 

(i). Prepare and submit a Project Quality Assurance Management Manual (PQAMM) for 

approval of the Engineer and the financing agency.  

(ii). Make sure that all information is available and the documents and materials are sufficient 

for   timely and orderly execution and completion of the Works by the Contractor. 

(iii). Liaise where necessary with the Engineer and the other stakeholders in addressing issues 

that are directly or indirectly affecting the project and its vicinity. 
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(iv). Identify and locate beacons and benchmarks, including field checks to confirm integrity of 

survey data so as to enable the Contractor subsequently set-out and execute the Works. 

(v). Ensure the contractor and any subcontractors follow best-practice in regard to the health 

and safety of the workers and staff, and ensure they comply national ESHS legislation, with 

the requirements of the Environmental and Social Management Framework (ESMF), the 

Social Management and Resettlement Planning Framework (SMRPF) and with the 

Environmental and Social Management Plans (ESMPs) prepared for each site. 

(vi). Assign experienced and qualified staff and replace any key professional (if needed) for this 

assignment, provided obtaining of prior approval for all staff and their timing for 

mobilization. If the Consultant intends to assign any discipline above the age of 65 years, at 

the time of mobilizing to this assignment the Consultant shall provide a medical certificate 

of fitness of such employee from a reputed medical institute of the Employee‘s country to 

the approval of the Employer.  

(vii). Assess any proposals for modifications in design documents or construction details (if 

submitted by the Contractor) which may be reasonable and recommend to the Engineer for 

approval. 

(viii). Review and recommend for approval of detailed additional working drawings showing the 

construction layouts, concrete formwork placement details, bar bending schedules, etc. 

which may be submitted by the Contractor.  

(ix). Carry out inspection of all working areas during the execution of the Work, inspect 

manufactured items installation and carry out test on materials and equipment in factories 

and laboratories to ensure that all conform to the agreed specifications and shall issue 

relevant certificates of conformity. 

(x). Carry out tests on soils, materials and operations required to ascertain that the Work is in 

compliance with the specifications and assure the quality. 

(xi).  Ensure that the Contractor complies with sizes and dimensions shown on the detailed 

designs and associated working drawings and identify any discrepancies in advance to the 

constructions. 

(xii). Ensure that the utilization of materials by the Contractor are in conformity with the 

specifications. 

(xiii).  Ensure the Contractor is adhered to drawings, specifications and any other details given in 

the Contract.  

(xiv). Check and approve all arrangements made during the construction so that traffic flow on 

existing roads, safety of the workers, third party personnel or properties are not unduly 

interrupted. 

(xv). Issue site instructions and review Contractor‘s request for Variation orders and day works 

orders as appropriate. 

(xvi). Inform the Engineer of any problem which has arisen or might arise in connection with the 

contract and make recommendations for solving the same in a timely manner. 

(xvii). Ensure that all contractual claims raised by the Contractor are analyzed fully and a 

comprehensive claim(s) report in two (2) copies containing the Consultant‘s analysis and 

recommendations is prepared and submitted timely to the Engineer for his consideration. 
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(xviii). Assist The Engineer in any dispute that may arise with the contractor and give firm opinion 

on any claim, which the Contractor may put forward, by drawing up a report including 

elements on which the judgment is based. 

(xix). Prepare reports and provide assistance, give necessary instructions to the Contractor and 

assist the Engineer as necessary and as required, for the resolution of disputes through 

Dispute Adjudication Board, Amicable settlement or Arbitration. 

(xx). Prepare and submit an Inception Report, at the beginning of the Work commencement and 

thereafter Monthly Progress Reports to be submitted at the end of every month. 

(xxi). Conduct monthly Site progress meetings, which are to be attended by Consultant, 

Contractor‘s Representative; attending and making presentations on progress at the project 

coordinating committee meetings and other similar progress reviews and prepare minutes of 

meeting of them and also to attend any actions thereof in time. 

(xxii). Prepare and recommend Interim Payment Certificates, Final Payment Certificate/ final 

accounts, Taking Over Certificate and Performance Certificate, to the timing and in 

compliance to the applicable Contract Conditions, for the Engineer‘s approval. 

(xxiii). Ensure handing over of As-built drawings, records, any assets belonging to the Employer 

and Maintenance Manuals at the end of each Civil Works Contract. 

(xxiv). Prepare a Project Completion Report at the end of the project and submit to the Engineer. 

(xxv). Ensure   the   Contractor   complies   with   safety   mitigation measures related to site, 

roads, general public, third party property, archeological property and like as stated in the 

contract document. 

(xxvi). The Consultants shall supervise the remaining and outstanding works contained in agreed 

―snag list of defects‖ including the administrative aspects of the works during the Defects 

Notification Period. During this period, the Consultant shall also draw the attention of the 

Contractor to any defects as soon as such defects are noticed on the finished construction 

and the Consultant shall supervise the subsequent remedial works.   

(xxvii). In addition to above, the Consultant shall report and submit necessary detail particulars to 

the Engineer on all matters pertaining to this Contract as given and described in the Section 

9 of this TOR. 

 

Detailed Description of the Services 

1. Review Contractor‘s work programs and monitoring work progress 

 

 The Consultant shall scrutinize the Contractor‘s work programme, schedule of plant 

and cash-flow projections.  Where appropriate he will request clarification without, 

however, imposing any modifications on the Contractor. The Consultant has, 

however, the right to reject a works programme that is either unrealistic or 

unacceptable due to obstruction to general public, normal traffic flow or is 

unacceptable for other major considerations to be indicated by the Consultant, within 

stipulations of the Civil Works Contract.  

 The Consultant shall inspect the Contractor‘s proposed borrow material sites and 

conduct necessary confirmatory testing before approving them for acquisition and 

use on the works. 
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 The Consultant shall review the measures for traffic management proposed by the 

Contractor with respect to traffic diversions and passage of traffic through the works 

in order to ensure minimal disruption of normal traffic flows and further to ensure 

that the measures proposed will in no case compromise the safety of the general 

public or third party properties.  

 The Consultant shall confirm the final setting out data and planned road levels, lines 

and levels of existing structures like drains, retaining structures, boundaries etc., by 

way of site instructions to the Contractor to allow him to proceed with the detailed 

setting out of works. 

 The Consultant shall be responsible for identifying those items requiring the 

approval of the Engineer and bring these items to his attention.  The Consultant shall 

be responsible for informing the Contractor clearly and unambiguously on decisions 

made by the Engineer on these and all other issues relevance to the proper execution 

of the Contract. 

 The Consultant shall organize monthly progress site meetings and shall monitor the 

progress of the works and shall report on these issues to all parties concerned in his 

Monthly Progress Reports. 

 The Contractor is responsible for the construction and handing over of the works in 

accordance with the Contract. The Consultant shall ensure that any 

modification/variation under the Contract is approved in accordance with the 

provisions in the Conditions of Contract. 

 The Consultant shall ensure that an adequate record of measurements is kept for the 

purpose of establishing accurate as-built drawings and that a sufficient number of 

fixed monuments be established as permanent reference of coordinates. 

 

2. Verification of Quality of works 

The Consultant shall verify that all works are carried out in conformity with the 

Standard and Special specifications.  He shall request the Contractor to issue written 

method statements to both the Contractor‘s foremen and the Consultant‘s inspectors for 

each field activity and shall ensure that the agreed work methods are strictly adhered to. 

3. Verification of Quantity of executed works 

The Consultant shall verify the accuracy of the primary setting out of works in 

accordance with approved design. The Consultant shall ensure that adequate references 

will be established for the verification of quantities to be brought into the works. 

4. Verification of Quality of materials used 

The Contractor shall test all materials to be used for the works prior to incorporating 

them in the works. The Consultant shall check the quality of these materials in 

accordance with the Conditions of Contract for compliance with the Standard and 

Special Specifications. 

The Consultant shall in principal, carry out these tests on site in a site laboratory to be 

provided through the Works Contract. A Laboratory Technologist is to be supplied by 

the Consultant, while lab attendants to assist him will be provided by Contractor under 

the Works Contract. 
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Tests for which the site laboratory does not have the equipment required may be carried 

out in third party laboratories under the relevant stipulations of the conditions of the 

Work Contract and shall be paid through the Work Contract. 

5. Measurements  

The Consultant and the Contractor shall measure jointly all works completed, using 

mutually agreed methods and frequencies. Wherever the Consultant finds necessary, 

additional verifications of the measurements shall be undertaken. 

In addition, the Consultant and the Contractor shall estimate jointly and on a weekly 

basis the progress of the works.   Towards the end of each month, these estimates will 

serve to establish the quantities payable under the Contractor‘s interim payment 

application for that period. 

The Consultant shall at regular intervals finalize all measurements taken and agreed with 

the Contractor for completed sections of the Works. The took off quantities shall be used 

as the basis for the draft final account which prepares after the Taking over Certificate is 

issued and will become final upon agreed with the Contractor. The draft final accounts 

shall be established during the month following Taking Over of the Works and shall be 

analyzed in the Final Project Completion Report. 

 

6. Compilation of Progress Reports 

The Consultant shall prepare Monthly Progress Reports to inform all parties concerned 

in a transparent and concise way about the progress of works (including critical path 

analysis and progress photographs), the financial situation of the project and about 

possible difficulties encountered.  The Consultant shall prepare Quarterly Progress 

Reports at the end of every quarter of the financial year as well as for every 

implementation support mission to be carried out by the Financing Agency and/or his 

representatives, Technical Review/Audit missions, etc.  

 

The Consultant shall maintain documentary and photographic records. The documentary 

records shall include a Daily Site Diary and details of all contractual correspondence and 

data; all work stoppages or delays; accidents on site; official visitors to site; weather 

records; details of all daily site activities showing the start and end time and full details 

of the personnel and equipment or resources employed per activity. It shall contain 

detailed records of the Contractor‘s equipment on site and its date of manufacture, 

previous hours worked   and condition, its precise date of arrival or removal from site, 

the date commissioned to commence work, its availability and utilization. Equipment 

availability figures for each category of equipment shall be established. 

 

In respect of photographic data, the Consultant shall maintain a record of digital 

progress photographs taken throughout the Contract period at set locations and of any 

construction activity of technical or contractual interest at any time.  Each photograph is 

to be captioned with; reference number, time, date, precise location, subject, and points 

of particular note. These digital data shall be stored on a CD-ROM together with the 

captions and shall be made available to the Engineer on a monthly basis. 
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7. Advice on problems arising during the execution of the works 

In the event problems of engineering nature arise during the execution of the works, the 

Consultant will address these problems and suggest solution. In the event the nature of 

these problems will justify so, they will be subject to a special report to the Engineer. 

Any instruction to the Contractor providing a clarification of or a variation to 

specifications and/or drawings will be given in writing. 

All the Variation Orders shall be reviewed and recommended to the Engineer for 

approval.     

Problems of engineering and /or non-engineering nature shall be brought to the attention 

of the Engineer, who will decide whether these problems can best be analyzed on site by 

the Consultant or referred to other competent bodies.  

8. Monitoring of use of resources and protection of the environment 

The Consultant shall monitor human and material resources mobilized by the Contractor 

and keep a comprehensive record of these resources and the use made thereof.  In his 

periodic reporting, the Consultant shall relate resources mobilized and works performed. 

Unbalanced resources or discrepancies between projected outputs and works performed 

will be brought to the attention of the Contractor. 

 

The Consultant shall monitor the environmental impact of the works and issue the 

necessary instructions to the Contractor whenever avoidable damage to the environment 

occurs or is likely to occur.  In particular, the Consultant shall monitor the full respect of 

the following recommendations for environmental protection during implementation of 

the project: 

 Advise on proper location of Contractor‘s camp sites to an area so as to minimize 

disruption to local population, fauna and flora and watercourses; check the 

provisions of adequate drainage facilities and treatment of sewage and waste 

disposals and ensure that camp areas are dismantled and rehabilitated once 

construction is completed. 

 Minimize water and soil pollution as a result of the works. 

 Minimize noise and dust levels. 

 Shape and landscape all borrow pit and quarry sites. 

 Minimize the risk of soil erosion; stabilize bridge sites and the inlets and outlets of 

culverts on erosive soils with gabions or stone pitching. 

9. HIV/AIDS awareness campaigns 

In this respect, the Consultant shall request the local District Secretariat/District Medical 

Officer through Engineer to carry out structured and regular HIV/AIDS awareness 

campaigns to target the workers, staff, any subcontractors and their workers on the 

project. 
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10. Environmental, Social and Health and Safety considerations 

 Review and approve the Contractor‘s Environment and Social Management 

Action Plan (C-ESMP), including all updates and revisions (not less than once 

every 6 months); 

 Review and approve ESHS (Environmental, Social, Health and Safety) provisions 

of method statements, implementation plans, Code of Conduct, GBV (Gender 

Based Violence)/ SEA (Sexual Exploitation and Abuse) prevention and response 

action plan, drawings, proposals, schedules and all relevant Contractor‘s 

documents;  

 Review and consider the ESHS risks and impacts of any design change proposals 

and advise if there are implications for compliance with Environmental 

Assessment (EA), Environmental Management Action Plan (EMAP), Social 

Assessment Plan (SA), Resettlement Policy Framework (RPF) consent/permits 

and other relevant project requirements; 

 Undertake audits, supervisions and/or inspections of any sites where the 

Contractor is undertaking activities related to the Works, to verify the Contractor‘s 

compliance with ESHS requirements including its GBV/SEA obligations, with and 

without contractor and/or Employer relevant representatives, as necessary, but not 

less than once per month; 

 Undertake audits and inspections of Contractor‘s accident logs, community liaison 

records, monitoring findings and other ESHS related documentation, as necessary, 

to confirm the Contractor‘s compliance with ESHS requirements; 

 Agree remedial action/s and their timeframe for implementation in the event of a 

noncompliance with the Contractor‘s ESHS obligations; 

 Ensure appropriate representation at relevant meetings including site meetings, 

and progress meetings to discuss and agree appropriate actions to ensure 

compliance with ESHS obligations; 

 Check that the Contractor‘s actual reporting (content and timeliness) is in 

accordance with the Contractor‘s contractual obligations; 

 Review and critique, in a timely manner, the Contractor‘s ESHS documentation 

(including regular reports and incident reports) regarding the accuracy and 

efficacy of the documentation;  

 Undertake liaison, from time to time and as necessary, with project stakeholders to 

identify and discuss any actual or potential ESHS issues; 

 Establish and maintain a grievance redress mechanism including types of 

grievances to be recorded and how to protect confidentiality e.g. of those reporting 

allegations of employment of child labor or GBV/SEA; 

 Ensure any GBV/SEA instances and complaints that come to the attention of the 

consultant are registered in the grievance redress mechanism; 

 Mitigate or prevent adverse impacts of the project on communities and produces 

appropriate corrective or preventive actions. 
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11. Coordination with third parties 

The Consultant shall ensure that all parties involved in the works will be informed about 

the developments on site relevant to their respective competences. Representative of 

public utility firms, traffic police, county government and water management bodies 

shall be invited from time to time to site whenever necessary to hold special 

coordination meetings. 

12. Analysis of Contractor‘s claims 

Any claims submitted by the Contractor during the course of the works will be analyzed 

by the Consultant in the time period specified in the Consultant‘s contract and 

appropriate advice will be given to the Engineer on their validity. These services are 

deemed to be integral part of the responsibilities of the Consultant under this assignment 

and do not entitle him to any additional fees. 

13. As-built drawings 

The Consultant shall keep a precise record of all modifications and enter these 

modifications in electronic format in the relevant drawings. At the end of Defects 

Notification Period of the works the electronic files will be edited and a comprehensive 

file titled ―As built drawings‖ will be issued to the Employer in electronic format and 

hard copy. 

14. Substantial Completion of the Works 

When the Works are nearing substantial completion, the Consultant shall inspect the 

works jointly with the Contractor and shall establish lists specifying the remaining 

works. These works may concern corrections to work already done or completion of 

outstanding works. The Consultant shall notify the Engineer that the works are 

substantially complete and shall be requested for inspection for handing over to the 

Employer. 

The Consultant shall prepare a Taking over Certificate to be signed by the parties 

concerned after the Substantial Completion inspection. A list of outstanding works and 

any defects noted during the inspection (the snag list) will be appended to the certificate, 

specifying the time within which these works are to be completed or when defects have 

to be corrected. 

At the end of the Defect Notification Period, and provided that all defects shall have 

been completed to his satisfaction, the Consultant shall notify the Engineer that the 

Contractor has completed all outstanding works and has remedied all defects at the end 

of the defects notification period and an inspection to be carried out.  The full Retention 

Money guarantee will be released to the Contractor at that time. 

8. Team Composition & Qualification Requirements for Key Professionals 

It is the Consultant‘s responsibility to provide all required inputs of Key Professionals for the 

assignment; provide necessary logistic arrangements to render these services efficiently and 

diligently. It‘s estimated that 137 person months will be required to implement this assignment 

timely and orderly on all 27 sites, depending of their time table for construction. However, the 
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Consultants are allowed to propose additional to the proposed key specialists, but only those 

indicated below will be considered and their CVs evaluated in a particular proposal evaluation. 

The Consultants shall deploy the designed, adequately qualified and experienced junior 

professionals and technical support staff to assist the key professionals to render these services 

in a time bound manner. CVs of those technical support staff are not required, however, their 

inclusion and function will be considered when reviewing strength and/or weaknesses of a 

proposal.   

The minimum qualifications requirements of the key professionals are indicated   in the Table 

A bellow. 

Note: Contract period is 27 months composed of:  Civil Works construction for each package of 

12 calendar months and12 calendar months for DNP, while additional 3 calendar months are 

allowed to allow for staggered commencement of certain works packages.  

Table A - Key Professionals 

 

E.1  Team Leader  (T,FT) 1 Nr  16 Person months 

 Professionally qualified (locally or Internationally) B.Sc. Civil Engineer with a 

minimum of 15 years‘ experience in construction supervision and at least 8 years‘ 

experience in landslide related construction out of which minimum 5 years‘ in position 

as Team Leader of professionals in projects of similar nature and scope.   

Responsible for the overall administration of the Contract and to act as the Engineer’s 

Representative under the Civil Work contracts in position as the Consultant‘s focal 

point in all matters relating to the Project under this assignment. 

E.2   Senior Project Engineer (T,FT) 1 Nr 14  Person months 

 Professionally qualified, B.Sc. in Civil Engineering or equivalent with minimum of 10 

years‘ experience in landslide operations and contract supervision activities. 

Responsible for assisting the team leader in terms of supervision works and all technical 

matters. 

E.3  Senior Contract Specialist/ Senior Quantity 

Surveyor (T, FT) 

1 Nr 14 Person months 

 Professionally qualified, B.Sc. in Quantity Surveying or equivalent with minimum of 10 

years‘ experience in Civil Work Contract Administration and management. 

Responsible for assisting with Contract issues, document finalization such as final 

payment certificates, Claims Analysis and Claims Management and Dispute Resolution. 

E.4  Senior Geologist (T, PT) 1 Nr    7 Person months 

 Professionally qualified, B.Sc. in Geological Engineering or equivalent with minimum 

of 12 years‘ experience, out of which 10 years‘ experience as Geologist involved in 

major civil works projects. 

Responsible for geological survey. 

E.5  Senior Geotechnical Engineer (T, FT) 1 Nr  14 Person months 
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 Professionally qualified, or Masters in Geotechnical Engineering with minimum of 10 

years‘ experience. 

 Responsible for all matters related to geotechnical issues of the Project. 

E.6  Environmental, and Social Specialist (T, PT) 1 Nr 4 Person months 

 Professionally qualified, B.Sc. in Environmental Management and/ or Social science 

management, Geography, Anthropology, Sociology, Environmental Science or a closely 

related discipline with minimum of 8 years‘ experience on environmental and social 

issues in experience working on environmental management and be able to demonstrate 

a sound knowledge of environmental and social issues (such as evaluating 

environmental management Action plan (EMAP) or Environmental  Assessment (EA), 

Social Assessment (SA), Resettlement Action Plan (RAP) and Social management 

framework (SMF), Resettlement Policy Framework (RPF), initiatives and impact 

assessment and mitigation measures in developing and tropical countries. The specialist 

shall have proven experience in impact assessment management within the landslide 

mitigation sector in developing countries and preferably participation in one project 

related to OPBRC / PBC type of contract. Fluency in both written and spoken English 

and ability to communicate ideas freely is essential. Natural and social environmental 

analysis and monitoring. 

Responsible for implementing Environmental Social Management Action Plan (EMP) 

and monitoring the mitigation and resettlement.  

E.7   Health and Safety Specialist (T,PT) 1 Nr 4 Person months 

 B.Sc. degree in relevant field with minimum of 8 years‘ experience in Health & Safety 

field in Construction Contracts. 

 Responsible for implementing of Health and Safety procedures and monitoring and 

mitigating of such issues. 

E.8  QA/QC Engineer (T,PT) 1 Nr 10 Person Months 

 B.Sc. in Civil/Material Engineering or equivalent with minimum of 8 years‘ of 

experience, out of which 4 years‘ experience as QA/QC Engineer 

Responsible for quality assurance and quality control of material  

E.9  Site Engineer (S,FT) 4Nr 54 Person Months 

 B.Sc. in Civil Engineering or equivalent with minimum of 5 years‘ experience, out of 

which 1 years‘ experience in Landslide related projects. 

Responsible for supervision of construction work.  

Total  137 Person months 

(T-Team Leader‘s office, S- Site offices) (FT – Full Time, PT- Part Time) 
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9. Reporting Requirements and time schedule for deliverables 

The Consultant shall keep submitting and maintaining necessary reports, formats, data sheets, 

schedules, work supervision programme, certificates, drawings, specifications, catalogues and 

any other contemporary records.  

The reports and submissions by the Consultant shall include following detail particulars but not 

limited to the given criterions.  

(i). Project Quality Assurance Management Manual (PQAMM) 

This shall describe all quality aspects of the supervision, among which: methods and 

procedures for quality control of works and materials and supervision services, 

laboratory and field testings‘ results interpretations and application in everyday work on 

site. This report shall be submitted in two (2) hard copies two (2) copies in electronic 

format. 

(ii). Inception Report  

Inception report shall be submitted twenty-one (21) days after commencement of the 

service and shall summaries the Consultant‘s and Contractor‘s state of mobilization, the 

Contractor‘s special obligations, records of initial site meetings and the proposed site 

communication procedures and record keeping. This report shall be submitted in two (2) 

hard copies two (2) copies in electronic format (in CD-ROM). 

(iii). Monthly progress reports 

The Consultant shall prepare monthly progress reports in every month, for the duration 

of the works contract, including the Defects Notification Period. These are to be 

submitted in four (4) hard copies and four (4) copies in electronic format (in CD-ROM) 

for each works contract (package) not later than ten (10) days after the end of the 

month being reported on. The content and format of the monthly progress report, shall 

be agreed with the Engineer. 

This report will provide a brief, but comprehensive end-of-month progress assessment 

for each contract. It will include schedules of claims and variation orders, tabulated and 

graphical representations of physical and financial progress compared with the Work 

Programme and Cash Flow Forecasts, relevant photographs and details of impediments 

to the Works and proposals for overcoming them. The reports should also include 

information on Contractors' plant, equipment and staffing, weather conditions, accidents 

on site and any other relevant details.  

(iv). Monthly payment Certificate  

The Consultant shall assess and prepare a monthly payment certificate based on the 

Works completed by ascertaining joint measurements and based on the Contractor‘s 

payment application at the end of each month. The payment certificate shall   contain 

summarized details of all works completed including variations, changes in costs, 

material brought to site etc. The format of the payment certificate shall be agreed with 

the Engineer. 
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(v). Quarterly progress report 

Quarterly progress report will summarize all Contract activities, process of civil works, 

contracts variations and change orders, achievements and utilization of resources over 

the previous three months, highlight key issues identified, and present the consultants 

work plan for the coming three months. This is to be submitted in four (4) hard copies 

and four (4) copies in electronic format (in CD-ROM) for each works contract 

(package). 

 

(vi). Final Account  

The Consultant shall prepare a Final account for both Civil Works Contract and 

Consulting Works and obtain the agreement for the same from the relevant parties. The 

Civil Work Contract Final account shall include reconciliation of all measured works, 

quantities, final agreed and approved variation list, finalized provisional sum accounts, 

final day work accounts, final agreed list of claims by the Contractor, any other 

deductions, adjustments as per the Contract and shall issue a payment certificate 

showing any due amounts to the Contractor. This shall be submitted in accordance with 

the timing given in the Civil Works Contract. 

 

(vii). The Final Completion Report 

The final completion report (2 hard copies and 2 copies in electronic format-in CD-

ROM) shall be submitted to the Engineer not later than one (1) month after the expiry of 

the Defects Notification Period.   

This report shall address all aspects of the Project implementation, including financial 

summaries, suggestions and recommendations for future design and construction 

methods, technical specifications, changes in Special Conditions of Contract and in 

landslide mitigation activities. 

(viii). Approval for working/shop Drawings. 

(ix). Comment/ approved As-Built Drawings. 

(x). Approval for Provisional Sum/Prime Cost Sum items. 

(xi). Supervision and Contract Administration Manual. 

(xii). Submission of operational manuals. 

(xiii). Minutes of the meetings. 

(xiv). Any other reports requested by the Engineer related to the Project. 

 

In addition to above, following ESHS activities shall be carried out by the Consultant as and 

when required. 

(a) The Consultant shall provide immediate notification to the Engineer should any incident 

in the following categories occur while carrying out the Services. Full details of such 

incidents shall be provided to the Employer within the timeframe agreed with the 

Employer. 

i. confirmed or likely violation of any law or international agreement; 

ii. any fatality or serious (lost time) injury; 

iii. significant adverse effects or damage to private property (e.g. vehicle accident); or 

iv. any allegation of gender-based violence (GBV), sexual exploitation or abuse 

(SEA), sexual harassment or sexual misbehavior, rape, sexual assault, child abuse 

or defilement, or other violations involving children 
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(b) Ensure that contractor immediate notifications on ESHS aspects are shared with the 

Employer immediately; 

(c) Immediately inform and share with the Employer any immediate notification related to 

ESHS incidents provided to the Consultant by the Contractor, and as required of the 

Contractor as part of the Progress Reporting; 

(d) Share with the Employer in a timely manner the Contractor‘s ESHS metrics, as required 

of the Contractor as part of the Progress Reports 

 

Time schedule for deliverables 

Unless otherwise specifically mentioned in this TOR, the Consultant is expected to complete 

his project scope of works pertaining to 27 sites under 4 separate Civil Contract Packages 

within 27 months‘ time period including DNP. A ‗tentative time schedule‘ for the Civil 

Works Contracts is attached in Annex (iii). 

 

10. Employer’s Input and Counterpart Personnel 

The Employer will directly provide certain services and facilities to the Consultant (unless 

otherwise mention here in this TOR the details of such facilities will be indicated in RFP), 

and in addition to those the supervision Consultant shall have his own arrangement of 

facilities which the cost shall be included in the Consultant‘s fee proposal. 

All equipment and vehicles must be handed over to the employer in and adaptive/acceptable 

condition after use. 

Services and Facilities directly provided by the Employer  

i. All contract documents of awarded Civil Work packages which are required for 

execution of this assignment (Hard copies) 

ii. Supporting service to the Consultant to arrange immigration procedures, such as entry, 

exit and work permits. Support for issuance of permits necessary for the Consultant's 

members to enter state/private land to conduct field surveys. 

iii. Assistance in customs clearance of any equipment, instruments, books and other articles 

to be brought into and out of Sri Lanka in connection with the implementation of the 

assignment. 
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Pro Forma of the PMU’s Project Progress Report 
 

A. Introduction and Basic Data 

 

Following shall be provided: 

 AIIB loan number, Project Tile, Borrower, Executing Agency, Implementing Agency; 

 Total estimated project cost and Financing Plan; 

 Status of Project Financing; 

 Dates of approval, signing and effectiveness of AIIB loan; 

 Original and revised (if applicable) AIIB loan closing date and elapsed loan period based 

on original and revised (if applicable)loan closing dates; and 

 Date of last AIIB review mission. 

 

B. Utilization of Funds (AIIB Loan, GOSL funds) 

 

 Following shall be provided: 

 

 Cumulative contract awards and comparison with time-bound projections(targets); 

 Cumulative disbursements from the AIIB loan, GOSL funds, and comparison with time-

bound projections(targets); 

 Revised estimated cost to completion, need for reallocation with AIIB loan, and whether 

an overall project cost overrun is likely. 

 

C. Project Purpose 

 

 Following shall be provided: 

 

 An assessment of the likelihood that the immediate development objectives (project 

purpose) will be met in part or in full, and whether any remedial measures will be 

required based on the current project scope and implementation arrangements; 

 Other project developments, including monitoring and reporting on environmental and 

social requirements that might adversely affect the project‘s viability or accomplishment 

of immediate objectives. 

 

D. Implementation Progress 

 

 Following shall be provided: 

 

Assessment of project implementation arrangements such as establishment, staffing, and 

funding of the PMU; 

 Executing and Implementing Agencies internal operations that may impact on the 

implementation arrangements or project progress. 

 Progress or achievements in implementation since the last progress report; 

± Assessment of the progress of each project component, such as: 

± Recruitment of consultants and their performance; 

APPENDIX – 5- Pro Forma of the PMU’s 

Project Progress Report 
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± Procurement of goods and works; 

± The performance of supplies and contractors for goods and works. 

 

 Assessment of progress in implementing the overall project to date in comparison with 

the original implementation schedule, quantifiable and monitorable targets, (include 

simple charts such as bar or milestone to illustrate progress, a chart showing actual versus 

planned expenditure, S- curve graph showing the relationship between physical and 

financial performance, and actual progress in comparison with the original schedules and 

budget. 

 

E. Compliance with Covenants 

 

 Following shall be provided: 

 

 The borrower‘s compliance with policy loan covenants such as sector reform initiatives 

and EA reforms, and the reasons for any noncompliance or delay in compliance; 

 The borrower‘s and EA‘s compliance with financial loan covenants including the EA‘s 

financial management, and the provision of audited project accounts or audited agency 

financial statements; and 

 The borrower‘s and EA‘s compliance with project-specific loan covenants associated 

with implementation, environment, and social dimensions. 

 

F. Major Project Issues and Problems 

 

 Summarizing the major problems and issues affecting or likely to affect implementation 

progress, compliance with covenants, and achievement of immediate development 

objectives. Recommended actions to overcome these problems and issues (e.g. changes in 

scope, changes in implementation arrangements, and reallocation of loan proceeds) 

 
 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Framework and Guidelines in Calculating Project Progress 

 

A. Introduction and Basic Data 

 

Physical and pre-commencement activities are considered in calculating project implementation 

progress. These activities, which may include recruitment of consultants, design and preparation 

of tender documents etc., could constitute a significant proportion of overall implementation. 

 

Each activity in the implementation schedule will be weighted according to its overall 

contribution (using time as a reference) to progress of project implementation. These weights 

will then be used to calculate the percentage of project progress along the entire time span of the 

project.  

 

B. Framework for Compiling Activity List and Assigning Weights 

 

The following framework has been established. Its application will be monitored through the 

Project Progress Report.   

 

1) Completion of Activity List: The implementation schedule should follow the critical path 

of the project‘s major activities in project implementation taking account of project 

constraints. 

 

2) Assignment of Weights 

Corresponding weights for each activity should be assigned to ensure that ―project 

progress‖ measures the percentage of achievement for all events during the entire 

duration of the implementation schedule. 

 

3) Computation of Project Progress: 

Once the activities are identified and corresponding weights assigned, project progress 

should be calculated using the following steps: 

 

i. Determine the actual percentage of progress (nonfinancial) for each activity; 

 

ii. Multiply these percentages by the assigned weigh of each activity to arrive at the 

weighted progress; 

 

iii. Add up the resulting weighted progress of all activities to determine the project 

progress. 

 

 

 

 

 

APPENDIX – 6- Framework and Guidelines in 

Calculating Project Progress 
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 Civil Works Activity Monitoring –  Package No : 
 

A. 
 

Loan No. and Title:  

B. Contract Budget (US$):  

C. Procurement Method:  

D. Type of Technical Proposal: Post-qualification 

E. Executing Agency (EA): Ministry of Public Administration & Disaster Management  

F. Implementing Agency: National Building Research Organisation (NBRO) 

 
  

Activity 

Planned Actual  
Remarks 

Planned 

Date of 
completion 

 
Day

s 

Cumulati
ve Days 

Achieved 
completion  

Date 

 
Days 

Cumulative 
Days 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  

 From: To:        

 Investigation and surveying Start Investigation& surveying Completed        

 Environmental & Social Studies started Environmental & Social Studies 
completed 

       

 Design Works Start Design & Drafting Works Completed        

 Preparation of BOQs, Specifications 
started 

Preparation of BOQs, Specification 
completed 

       

 Preparation of Tender Document Start Tender Document completed        

 Tender  Invitation Tender  Close        

 Tender Evaluation (PIU TEC) ‐ Start Tender Evaluation Report (TER) ‐ Close        

 Submit TER to Relevant PC Final  Report        

 Submit TER to AIIB AIIB Review complete        

 Submit TER to Relevant PC Approval from Final PC        

 Appeal process Closing of Appeal process        

 Submit to Cabinet for contracts valued 
more than LKR 600 million 

Approval from cabinet        

 Prepare Draft Contract Document Issue LOA & Draft Contract to Contractor         

 Contract Signing Notification Contract Signing        

 Notice to Commence Commence Works        

 Construction Start   Construction Completion         

 Defect liability period start End of Defects Liability Period        

          

          

 Total number of days        

 

APPENDIX – 7a- Civil Works Activity Monitoring 
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Activity 

Planned Actual  
Remarks 

Planned 

Date of 
completion 

 
Days 

Cumulative 
Days 

Achieved 
completion  

Date 

 
Days 

Cumulative 
Days 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  

 From: To:        

 Preparation of EOI started Preparation of EOI completed        

 Submit EOI to AIIB AIIB review complete        

 Submit EOI to relevant procurement 
consultant committee  

Approval from committee        

  Publication of REOI Closing of REOI        

 Shortlisting of REOI Start Completion of shortlisting and 
approval from relevant consultant 
procurement committee  

       

 Preparation of RFP Document Start RFP Document completed        

 RFP Invitation  RFP  Close        

 RFP Evaluation  ‐ Start RFP Evaluation Report ‐ Close and 
approval from relevant Procurement 
consultant committee  

       

 Submit evaluation report to AIIB AIIB Review complete        

 Appeal process Closing of Appeal process        

 Submit to Cabinet for contracts valued 
more than LKR 200 million 

Approval from cabinet        

 Prepare Draft Contract Document for 
Consultancy 

Issue LOA & Draft Contract to 
Consultant  

       

 Contract Signing Notification Contract Signing        

 Notice to Commence  Commence Works        

 Consulting service Start   Service Completion         

 Total number of days        

 

 Consultants Recruitment Activity Monitoring – Package No : 
 

A. 
 

Loan No. and Title:  

B. Contract Budget (US$):  

C. Selection Method:  

D. Type of Technical Proposal: Post-qualification 

E. Executing Agency (EA): Ministry of Public Administration & Disaster Management  

F. Implementing Agency: National Building Research Organisation (NBRO) 

APPENDIX – 7b- Consultants Recruitment Activity Monitoring 
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 Procurement of Goods Monitoring – Package No : 
 

A. 
 

Loan No. and Title:  

B. Contract Budget (US$):  

C. Procurement Method:  

D. Type of Technical Proposal: Post-qualification 

E. Executing Agency (EA): Ministry of Public Administration & Disaster Management  

F. Implementing Agency: National Building Research Organisation (NBRO) 

 
  

Activity 

Planned Actual  
Remarks 

Planned 
Date of 

completion 

 
Days 

Cumalative 
Days 

Achived 
completion  

Date 

 
Days 

Cummula 
tive Days 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  

 From: To:        

 Preparation of BOQs, Specifications 
started 

Preparation of BOQs, Specification 
completed 

       

 Preparation of Tender Document Start Tender Document completed        

 Tender  Invitation Tender  Close        

 Tender Evaluation (PIU TEC) ‐ Start Tender Evaluation Report (TER) ‐ Close        

 Submit TER to Relevant PC Final  Report        

 Submit TER to AIIB AIIB Review complete        

 Submit TER to Relevant PC Approval from Final PC        

 Appeal process Closing of Appeal process        

 Prepare Draft Contract Document Issue LOA & Draft Contract to Contractor         

 Contract Signing Notification Contract Signing        

 Supply of goods Start  Completion of Supply of Goods         

 Defect liability period start End of Defects Liability Period        

          

          

 Total number of days        

 

 

 

 

 

 

APPENDIX – 7c- Procurement of Goods 

Monitoring 
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 Civil Works Activity Progress Monitoring 

 

A. 
 

Loan No. and Title:  

B. Contract Budget (US$):  

C. Executing Agency (EA): Ministry of Public Administration & Disaster Management  

D. Implementing Agency: National Building Research Organisation (NBRO) 

 
Package 

No 
Description   Engineer‘s 

Estimated Value 
LKR 

Contract Value 
LKR 

Contract 
Period 

Scheduled Progress Actual Progress  
Remarks 

Physical % Financial Physical % Financial 

% LKR  % LKR 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

APPENDIX – 7d- Civil Works Activity Progress 

Monitoring 
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CONTRACT AWARDS AND DISBUSEMENT PROJECTIONS 

 

 

To  :  Team Leader -AIIB 

From  :  Project Director  

Subject  :  

Date  : 

 

 

Following quarterly projections ( in million US $ ) have been made in …………………… 

20….. 

 

Item Description Quarter Amounts (US$)  

1 Contract Awards 1  

  2  

  3  

  4  

2 Disbursements 1  

  2  

  3  

  4  

Total for year   

APPENDIX – 8- Contracts Awards and Disbursement Projections 
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Project Component Activities Quality 

Requirement 

Quality Assurance Standard Quality Standard Input Tools and Check lists for Quality 

Control 

Component 1: 

Implementation of 

Mitigation Measures 

Field Investigation, 

design & bidding 

document 

preparation for 147 

landslide affected 

sites 

Design input 

review 
 The drilling, sampling, 

samples handling, samples 

storage, and laboratory testing 

are consistent with the set field 

and laboratory investigation 

standards 

 Detailed landslide 

investigation data are collected 

and interpreted accurately 

 Instrumentation for landslide 

monitoring has been properly 

planned, installed and 

regularly monitored 

 Field and laboratory 

investigation standards: 

 BS 5930:1995 

British Standards for Site 

Investigation 

 BS 1377:1990 

British Standards for 

Field & laboratory 

testing 

 BS 1377:1990 Earth 

manual published by the 

United States Bureau of 

Reclamation 

 Checklists for drilling, sampling 

and sample handling, lab testing, 

reporting quality control 

 

 Laboratory test reports following 

the relevant test standards 

 

 Landslide monitoring plan 

 

 

 

  Design Review 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The design matches the scope  

 The design meets the 

applicable design codes, 

standards and engineering 

practice.  

 Concepts, features, methods, 

analyses, details and project 

costs are appropriate, valid, 

fully coordinated, and correct.  

 All relevant engineering and 

scientific disciplines have been 

effectively integrated. 

 Appropriate computer models 

and methods of analysis were 

used and basic assumptions are 

valid and used for the intended 

purpose.  

 

 

Design Standards: 

BS 8002: 1994 Retaining 

wall analysis & design 

Hong Kong Geoguide 7 - 

Guide to Soil Nail 

Design and Construction 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Design review checklists  

 Design report review checklists 

 Design drawings and specification 

review checklists 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

APPENDIX – 9- Quality control 
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Project Component Activities Quality 

Requirement 

Quality Assurance Standard Quality Standard Input Tools and Check lists for Quality 

Control 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The source, amount, and level 

of detail of the data used in the 

analysis are appropriate for the 

complexity of the project.  

 Content is sufficiently 

complete for the applicable 

design milestone of the project  

 Project documentation is 

appropriate and adequate for 

the design milestone.  

 Any deviation from guidelines 

and standards are identified 

and properly justified and 

approved.  

  Procurement 

Quality Assurance 
 Compliance with AIIB and 

GOSL policies for 

Procurement and Prohibitive 

Practices 

 Potential procurement related 

risks are evaluated and risk 

mitigation measures are 

proposed from the early stages 

of the project lifecycle 

  Project procurement plan is 

followed and kept 

appropriately updated  

 Assuring procurement open, 

fair, and nondiscriminatory 

and provides equitable 

opportunity and treatment for 

Tenderers and consultants 

 Transparency across the entire 

procurement process is 

maintained and monitored 

 Procurement review 

Procurement guidelines, 

manuals 

Updated project 

procurement plan  

Procurement Quality Assurance 
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Project Component Activities Quality 

Requirement 

Quality Assurance Standard Quality Standard Input Tools and Check lists for Quality 

Control 

  Construction and 

Construction 

Supervision 

QA/QC 

Requirement 

 The Supervision Consultant 

uses the Quality Assurance 

Framework and Project Quality 

Assurance Management Manual 

developed for the project to 

assure the quality of the 

Contractors throughout the 

contract period 

 Comply to the ESHS 

management TOR and carry out 

regular environmental 

monitoring and quality 

assurance activities 

 The Contractor is conforming to 

the Work‘s Requirement and 

adheres to the particulars in 

Section 800: Quality of Works 

 The Contractor complies with 

Site Specific Environmental and 

Social Management Plans for 

each site  

 The Contractor conforms to the 

ESHS policies set forth in the 

contract. 

 The Contractor is conforming to 

the Work‘s Requirement and 

adheres to the particulars in 

Section 2000: Environmental, 

Social Health and Safety 

Requirement 

 Quality Assurance 

Framework (developed 

and maintained by the 

supervision consultant) 

 Project Quality 

Assurance Management 

Manual (developed and 

maintained by the 

supervision consultant) 

 Construction Program 

 Records of inspections 

and tests and test results 

 Non-compliance reports 

 Records of Corrective 

and Prevention actions 

 Audit Records 

 Minutes of meetings 

Request for 

information 

 Work‘s Requirement: 

Verification of Quality 

of Works 

Work‘s Requirement: 

Environmental, Social 

Health and Safety 

Requirement 

 Construction Program 

 Records of inspections and tests and 

test results 

 Non-compliance reports 

 Records of Corrective and Prevention 

actions 

 Audit Records 

 Minutes of meetings 

Request for information 

 Contactor‘s Environmental and Social 

Policy document 

 Contractor‘s Environmental 

Management Action Plan 
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APPENDIX -A – LOAN AGREEMENT 
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APPENDIX-B   - FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT MANUAL (FMM) 
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APPENDIX- C -   PROCUREMENT MANUAL 
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APPENDIX -D -   ENVIRONMENTAL & SOCIAL IMPLEMENTATION MANUAL   


